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0 INTRODUCTION 

What do you picture when you think of x2 or of x3? 

Does the phrase 'graph of a function' fill you with dread or 
alarm? 

Have you ever wondered why some graphs are curved and 
some are straight? 

How can you read facts about a function from a picture of its 
graph? 

Functions are mathematical relationships. They can be represented in a number of ways; for 
example, in terms of algebraic expressions, or in a graphical form. This pack shows how 
computer software can help you to get a sense of what the graphs of functions look like. 
Developing some sort of image or picture helps build confidence to manipulate functions 
symbolically. 

A function can be thought of both as a process and as a relationship. The graph of a function 
provides a picture which can be seen as a result of the process or as a representation of the 
relationship. Seeing a function in terms of a picture or graph should not however imply that 
the function is the graph; a graph simply provides visual information which helps to make 
sense of the function. This pack offers activities which endeavour to focus attention on the 
features of a graph which highlight the particular relationships which i t  represents, or the 
particular processes of which it is the result. 

If a function results from combining a number of processes, 
how do these show up in its graph? 

How is it possible to use a graph to see how one function can be 
seen as a transformation of another? 

How can a graph help in undoing the process of a particular 
function? 

Through the medium of graphs it is possible to analyse many different properties of functions, 
and these should contribute to your understanding of functions and graphs in general. 



AIMS 

To provide experience in reading pictures of functions. 

To highlight important features of the graphs of functions and 
to demonstrate links between the visual properties of 
functions and the algebraic expression of these properties. 

To increase familiarity with common mathematical 
functions through an inspection of their graphs. 

To make links between different functions in terms of their 
common features and properties. 

To increase awareness of distinctive characteristics of 
particular functions which promote or limit their use. 

To explore how a function might be chosen in response to a 
particular property being required. 

To provoke mathematical awareness bhrough reflective 
participation in mathematical activity. 



WAYS OF WORKING 

This pack consists of sections of related activities which aim to help you reach an 
understanding of functions through an appreciation of their graphs. Each section is centred 
on either particular types of functions or some ways of constructing or analysing functions, 
and most of the activities involve drawing pictures of functions using a computer graph- 
drawing package. The sections are not equal in weight or status, and there is a certain 
hierarchy of material. Section 1, which introduces functions and sets up ways of working on 
their graphs, should certainly be worked on first, possibly followed by Section .2, which 
introduces the polynomial, trigonometric and reciprocal functions. After this i t  is possible t o  
dip into many of the other sections. Earlier parts of Sections 5, 6 and 7 are certainly accessible. 
Section 3, ZOOM, can be taekled a t  almost any stage. Section 4, which introduces further 
functions can however be omitted at a first pass through the material. Later parts of Sections 5, 
6 and 7 are also more demanding. Section 8, READING PICTURES, should not be attempted until 
some experience has been gained with inverses and composites in Sections 6 and 7. Whatever 
sections you choose to work on, and in whatever order, you should complete your study by 
working on Section 9, THE LAST WORD. 

To get the most out of the pack, some confidence with algebraic manipulation is important. 
Working on activities from PM751 EXPRESSING GENERALITY is one way of preparing for this. 
The abstractions at  the end of some sections consist of brief exposition which supports the 
section. Terms in italics are explained in the GLOSSARY, which contains definitions and 
remarks about mathematical processes. Where more precise definitions or more detail is 
required, recourse should be to standard texts. Your most important activity is the attempt to 
make sense of the material, telling yourself a coherent mathematical story after working on 
one or more of the suggested activities. 

It is important when working on an activity not to get lost simply in the 'doing'. Every so often 
there are suggestions for reflection - for pausing, drawing back, and making sense of what 
has been noticed. Drawing together several ideas in the mind, and trying to hold them there, 
can integrate them into a whole. There are also some suggestions for pausing and 
considering similarities and differences between activities. It is hoped that such pausing will 
become natural and automatic. It is impossible to mark in the text every useful pausing point. 

Reflection is partly a solitary activity, as you try to encompass a number of disparate ideas at 
once in your mind. It is also a communal activity, as you try to express to others the sense you 
have made, in the form of connections, similarities and differences. Your attempts to express 
ideas which are only half formed can certainly help you, and you can gain from the ideas and 
perspectives of others. To prepare for a productive discussion with colleagues, it is usually 
useful to try to write down a few sentences that capture what you think the various activities 
have been about, with any questions or uncertainties of which you are aware. Reflection can 
form a major part of activity at a tutorial; it may therefore be appropriate to organise tutorial 
time for joint reflection on aspects of agreed activities. The activities would then be 
undertaken singly or in pairs or threes, with the tutorial devoted to sharing perceptions. 

When working on an activity, it is very possible that you will get stuck. What do you do then? 
The BOOKMARK: What to  do when you're stuck contains some suggestions. Use it. Use any 
colleagues you have access to, to discuss your stuckness. I t  may be that you are not clear what 
an activity involves. If so, investigate for yourself, formulating your own questions. I t  may 
be that you are not clear what an activity is trying to get at. If that is the case, then try t o  
construct some sort of story, write it down, and compare notes with colleagues. 

After working for a while on a mathematical activity, there is often a strong desire to know 
whether you are 'on the right track'. However, this pack contains no answers as such, for 
many reasons. The most salient reason is that generally there is no particular correct 
answer. There are many things worth noticing, and these are likely to emerge from 



reflection and discussion. It  is essential that you develop your own criteria for deciding when 
you have 'done enough for now'. If you have some nagging doubt that there is more t o  discover, 
then perhaps it is worth going back and investigating further. 

The use of computer software is fundamental to working on this pack and there are many 
available packages which can be used. There is one requirement: it is essential to be able to 
enter a function in algebraic form to the computer from which the computer will then produce a 
graph on the screen. Furthermore, i t  is helpful if the package allows the superimposition of 
several graphs on the screen a t  the same time. It is also helpful if the package has a zoom 
facility which allows the enlargement of certain portions of a graph. The computer package 
which has been used in developing this pack is Supergraph, written by D. Tall and available 
from Glentop publishers. Other packages which might be used are: Graphic Calculus (also by 
D. Tall) and available from Glentop publishers; Omnigraph (by D. Tall) available from SPA 
publishers; FGP (Function Graph Plotter), available from Longmans or from any LEA 
(Micros in Schools Pack), and the ME1 software. These may not offer exactly the same 
possibilities as Supergraph but they can be manipulated to produce similar effects. You may 
also find that a graphical calculator will enable you to tackle many of the activities. 

WORKING WITH A COMPUTER 

Most of the activities in PICTURING FUNCTIONS involve working a t  a computer, and it  is 
difficult t o  do this with more than two or three people to a machine. 

If you have the opportunity to work a t  the computer with other teachers, you are likely to find it a 
valuable but different experience to working alone at the machine. It affords you opportunities 
for extending your own perspectives through sharing ideas, discussing what to do and 
reflecting jointly on the outcome. It  can also be irritating in stopping you pursuing your own 
inclinations in the spirit of working jointly. It  is best to be honest and say when you want to 
work alone. It is also worth discussing with colleagues the experiences of working alone, in 
pairs and in larger groups. A balance is probably appropriate. 

When working as a pair or three at the computer, make sure that each person contributes fully 
to the keying and the thinking. It is all too easy for one person t o  do all the thinking while 
another just manipulates the keyboard. On the other hand, the person at the keyboard has the 
power to take over what is done by simply following their own thoughts rather than sharing 
before keying. A helpful rule, though trying a t  first, is that no key sequence is pressed until all 
participants have agreed to it. Things slow down but there is more opportunity for participation 
and mathematical thinking. 

The use of a notebook is important here as with other packs, but it may not be so obvious what 
you should write, as  much of your working time will be spent a t  the computer. However; when 
something strikes you about what you are doing at the computer, you should jot'this down in 
your notebook. Otherwise it  is likely that moments of insight may be lost as you move on to 
other ideas. You may also like to make sketches of some of the graphs which you see on the 
screen for future reference and comparison. 

It is likely to prove impractical to work on computer-based activities a t  a tutorial, and tutorials 
might most productively be devoted to discussion of ideas and questions which have arisen 
during individual working. One or two machines are likely to be sufficient for quite a laige 
group if they are to be used to demonstrate ideas rather than to work on the activities. 



1 WHAT IS A FUNCTION? 

In this section some notation for writing down functions is introduced and you are encouraged 
to start  thinking about the relationship between a function and its graph. We highlight 
features of some graphs which should help you to recognise and compare functions, and we 
introduce some polynomial functions. Finally, the section promotes a way of working based 
on trying to explain similarities and differences. 

GETTING STARTED 

As an example of a function consider fix) = x2 - 2 and the graph of y = x2 - 2. The purpose of 
the activities which follow is to start you thinking about what is meant by a function, and about 
the relationship between a function and its graph. Do not expect a quick answer to the question 
'what is a function?; a formal definition of function is given in the GLOSSARY if you want 
this, but you will spend much of your time on this pack developing your own answer. 

P INSPECT Input to your computer package an X-range and a y-range fmm -10 to 10. Get the 
computer to draw a graph of fix) = x2 - 2. Describe the graph which you see. What shape is 
it? Where does i t  cross the axes? Draw a sketch of the graph in your notebook for comparison 
with others which you draw. 

Consider points (X, y) on the graph; what are the possible values for X, and what are the possible 
values for y? 

Comments Do not expect at this stage to have great insights into the meaning of a function or the 
relationship between a function and a graph. Simply observe and attempt to describe. You may notice some 
difficulty with description because you are unsure of what words to use. This is to be expected at this stage. 
A vocabulary for describing graphs will emerge with further activities. 

Many computer packages which produce graphs of functions require the input of a function in the 
form 'y = '; for example, the function f l x )  = x2 - 2 has to be entered to the computer as y = 22 - 2. The 'y' 
notation relates particularly to a graph, which provides a picture of the relationship between X- and y-  
coordinates. However, in order to emphasise that we are exploring properties of functions here, we shall use 
the functional notation 'fix)' as in f i x )  = xa - 2. You should enter these functions to the computer in the way 
required by your package. 

It  is worth experimenting with your computer package now, trying out its various options, in 
order to become familiar with the facilities which i t  offers; for example, experiment with 
variations of range on the axes, as  in the next activity. 

RANGE Keep the same function but change the X- and y-ranges to 4 to 5; 3 to 3; -1 to 1. In 
each case describe the principal features of the resulting graph. Explain the differences 
between what you obtained in INSPECT and what you now see. Redraw the original version if 
necessary. You may like to sketch each new version in your notebook for direct comparison. 

Change the ranges again, choosing values yourself. In particular try out a different range on 
the y-axis to that which you use on the x-axis; for example, an X-range of 0 to 5 and a y-range of 
-5 to 25. In what ways does the picture stay the same? In what ways does it change? 

P 
Comments Notice particularly any differences your chosen ranges make to the picture 'which you see; if 
you see nothing at all, decide why. 



As you participate in activities, i t  is very likely that questions of your own will arise about the 
mathematics involved, or about the use of your computer package. There are a number of 
things which you can do about such questions. The first is to explore for yourself and try to 
answer them. Another is to make a note of questions for future consideration. A third is to 
take questions to a group meeting for discussion with others. Never just abandon a question. 
Mathematical exploration becomes more relevant and often more interesting when you pursue 
questions which you have generated yourself. 

REFLECTING What features of the graphs in INSPECT and RANGE remain the same regardless 
of the ranges chosen? For example, a t  what point does the graph turn around - indeed what can 
you say about its shape overall? At what point is the lowest value of y? What happens toy a s  x 
becomes very large to the positive or to the negative side? At what points does the curve cross the 
axes? 

Comments The features suggested here are ones to look out for in general. 

ALGEBRA-PICTURE-ALGEBRA When inspecting a graph and noticing its particular features 
i t  is useful to try to relate what you see to the algebraic expression of the function. Look now a t  
one version of the graph of fix) (that is, the graph of y = x2 - 2) and a t  i ts  algebraic 
representation and see if you can make any links. Can you account for any of the symbols? 
Do not spend too long on this; a quick impression is all that is required. 

In producing a graph of fix) = x2 - 2, the computer has to take each value of X, square it, and 
then subtract 2. Look back a t  your graph, especially a t  points where you noted particular 
features, and think about what is happening a t  those points in terms of the algebra of the 
function. It  might be useful to discuss this in your group. 

Comments The words 'algebra-picture-algebra' will be used frequently in this pack to signal the process 
of relating the picture of a function to the algebra in which the function is expressed. Understanding the 
transition between picture and algebra is important in developing a sense of the function. 

For example, the following diagram shows one picture of flx) = 22 - 2. 

The graph crosses the x-axis at two points. At both of these points the y-value is zero - in other words, the 
value of the function at these points is zero. The corresponding X-values may possibly be read from the 
graph, or they can be calculated algebraically by asking 'what values of X would make 22 - 2 equal to zero?'. 
From the graph, it can be seen that the X-values lie in the intervals [-2, -l] and [l, 21 (see GLOSSARY), but it is 
hard to be more precise. However, algebraically, we can solve the equation x2- 2 = 0. This gives P = 2, and 
so X = A 2  or approximately x = f 1.414, so the graph crosses the x-axis at (+J2,0) and (-./2,0). Thus, 
working between the picture and the algebra can provide further information about the function. 



SOME NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 

The essence of a function, mathematically speaking, is that it uses a rule to specify pairs of 
values. For example, for a starting value or input of 3 (see GLOSSARY), applying the rule of 
the function f(x) = x2 - 2 produces a finishing value or output of 7. Thus an (X, y) pair is 
formed, in this case (3, 7). 

input -> rule -> output giving an (X, y) pair; 

3 -s I square and subtract 2 1 -> 7 giving the pair (3,7). 

For any function, i t  is important to identify: 

which starting values or inputs are allowed (in this case, 3 is one possibility); 

the rule (or sometimes rules) in the box (in this case, square and subtract 2). 

These two features together will produce the finishing values or outputs. A function can 
therefore be seen as a process in which applying a rule, or rules, to a set of inputs produces a set 
of outputs. The output is often referred to as the image of the input value, and the set of all 
outputs is called the image set (see GLOSSARY). Notice in the above function that the image, 7, 
is completely determined by the rule and the input. The same image is obtained whenever the 
rule is applied to an input of 3. 

For fix) = x2 - 2, the input values can be any real numbers (see GLOSSARY). In this pack all 
functions will operate on sets of real numbers. The set of all real numbers is denoted by the 
symbol B. I t  is possible to have functions which are defined for other sets, but they are not 
considered here. The set of all input values of a function is often called the domain of the 
function (see GLOSSARY). 

It is important to realise that a function is not simply the X'S and y's on paper and it is also not 
the graph which may be drawn. The function itself is an abstract concept, which needs to be 
manifested in some representation. The algebraic notation and the graph of the function are 
two alternative ways of representing or indicating any particular function. 

The notation 

can be read as 'a function facts on a variable x by squaring x and subtracting 2 from the 
result'. (Here, x is taken to represent any input in the domain of the function f, in this case, the 
set of all real numbers R.) Any letter may be used to represent a function, but the letters f, g, h, 
and k are most common. Also any letter may be used to represent the variable in the function 
rule. For example, the following expressions are three representations of the same function 
(with domain B): 

In this context 'the same' means that each function has the same set of inputs (domain), the 
same rule, and produces the same set of outputs (image set). 

B IMAGE SET Consider the function flx) = x2 - 2 with domain B. Try out some particular real 
numbers as starting values, inspect the images which you obtain, and try to characterise in 
general which real numbers can be images and which cannot. (It may be possible to use the 
computer to plot particular points, but otherwise choose a value of X on the x-axis, move 
vertically up t o  the curve, then horizontally across to the y-axis.) 

An alternative approach is to ask what input value produces an image of, for example, 14, or 
zero, or -6. 

B 



Comments You have certainly not been able to try out every possible real number here so how confident 
are you in trying to describe the image set? On what is your confidence, or lack of confidence, based? 

It is not always easy to describe an image set precisely. For this reason it is often convenient to name some 
set which is known to contain all of the images of the function, but which may also contain other values, not 
in the image set. Such a set is called the codornuin of the function (see GLOSSARY). For the above function 
the codomain could consist of all real numbers or it could consist of a subset of B (see GLOSSARY) which 
contains the image set; for example, the set of all real numbers greater than -10, or the set of all real numbers 
greater than or equal to -2 (the image set itself). 

Terminology is not always standard. For example, the image set of a function is sometimes called the range 
of the function. In this pack, however, we always use range to mean the set of values on the axes. 

Looking a t  special cases (for example, particular numbers as  starting values for the above 
function) can lead to a sense of pattern emerging from which you can make general 
statements for consideration. The processes a t  work here can be labelled specialising and 
generalising; having labels for them makes them more explicit and usable. This theme is 
taken up in detail in PM750 LEARNING AND DOING MATHEMATICS in the MATHEMATICS 
UPDATE series. 

EXPLORING IMPORTANT FEATURES 

Values in the domain of a function are plotted using the x-axis, and their corresponding 
images are plotted using the y-axis. For example, the following diagram shows the results of 
plotting three pairs of values for the function fix) = x2 - 2. 

If all such pairs of values ( X ,  fix)) for the function f were plotted in the same way, what would 
you expect to see? Stop and think for a moment. 

One answer to this question is 'the graph of y = x2 - 2'. Another answer might involve a 
description of the graph. Thus, a graph provides a picture of a particular function. 

The graph of a function actually consists of all possible pairs (X, y )  formed by taking values of 
x from the domain of the function. You considered various pictures of fix) in INSPECT and 
RANGE earlier, but each of these showed only a part of the graph of the function; the complete 
graph consists of all possible pairs of values which the function generates and, whatever scales 
or ranges are chosen for the axes, i t  is never possible to draw the complete graph of a function 
as  it is never possible to see the entire X- or y-axis. Thus it is possible that the picture on the 
screen does not include some important features of the graph. What is meant by an important 
feature? That is something you have to decide for yourself. 

For example, the graph of y = x2 - 2 could be drawn as one of the pictures overleaf, depending 
on the chosen scales on the axes. 



These pictures could be regarded as three different windows onto the function fix) = x2 - 2. The 
first two pictures both omit some important detail but the third picture could be considered to 
show the main features of the graph. In the third picture, what is omitted can be mentally 
pictured a s  the continuation of the current picture; new features will not be introduced by 
striving to see more of the graph (see below). 

D RANGE AND SCALE ~ a v i &  a different range on each axis results in the scales on the axes 
being different. How then does your perception of a function depend on the ranges used on the 
axes? 

If you have not already done so, try different scales on the axes of the graph of fix) = x2 - 2. 
Compare what you see when you have the same scale on each axis with what you see when the 
scales are different. 

Comments When the scales on the axes are the same, the graph appears as in the first picture below, 
whereas different scales have the effect of stretching the graph as in the second picture below. 

You should be aware of your own response to this and consider what you need to do in consequence when 
setting scales for future graphs. Section 4 provides the opportunity of exploring the effects of scaling in more 
detail. 

D GRAPH What do you think a graph of the function f i x )  = r2- 3 would look like? Try to draw a 
rough picture of what you expect to see. 

Now use your computer package to draw a picture of the function fix) = x2 - 3. Start with ranges 
from -10 to 10 on both axes. Inspect the graph to see which values on the y-axis correspond to 
points on the graph and which do not. If the domain of this function is R, what is the image set? 



You could extend this activity by trying out other variations on this function, that is by varying 
the constant a in fix) = x2 - a. Some computer packages will allow you to do this as  part of the 
program. 

Comments The domain offlx) = 1 - 3 consists of all real numbers and so can be seen as the entire x-axis. 
The image set of the function can be seen as the portion of the y-axis which corresponds to points on the 
graph. In this case, it consists of all real numbers greater than or equal to 3. Notice again that although the 
domain of the function is the entire set of real numbers, the image set is only a subset of the real numbers. 

You can always start to produce pictures of functions yourself by plotting a few points on a pair 
of axes on a piece of paper. However, as  you can never plot enough points to be absolutely 
certain that you can see all the features, this is an unreliable way of producing a graph. No 
matter how many points you plot, the joining up of those points makes assumptions about points 
which have not been plotted. Often such assumptions can be justified, but a t  other times they 
may be no more than a guess. 

PLOT Consider a new function f i x )  = l l x .  Choose a few starting values for X ,  calculate the 
corresponding values of y and plot a few points on a pair of axes. Can you see how to connect 
these points to form a picture of the function? 

Now input the function to the computer, choose various ranges, and draw the corresponding 
graphs. 

Explain what you observe in terms of the algebra of the function. 

Comments If you were unfamiliar with this function, it is likely that you did not predict the break in the 
curve when X = 0. The domain of this function does not contain the value 0 since division by 0 is not defined. 
One danger in producing graphs simply by plotting points is that such features may be missed. Of course, a 
computer program cannot look at all the real numbers any more than you can, although it can look quickly 
at many more points than you can yourself. The computer will plot as many points on the screen as it can, 
for given ranges on its axes. 

When you are familiar with the graph of a particular function, you should be able to summon 
up a mental picture whenever you consider the function. Ideally, any picture which you draw 
of the function is what you see in your mind when you visualise it. You can draw such a 
picture by sketching this visualisation. The sketch will contain all the important features of 
the graph without plotting and joining up points. This may seem a circular argument a t  the 
moment if you are just starting the familiarisation process but visualisation is something to 
aim for as you work on this pack. 

In order to eliminate any potential confusion between the words 'plot', 'sketch' and 'draw', 
from now on we suggest that: 

when you are asked to plot or to draw pictures of graphs of functions, you should 
interpret this always a s  getting the computer to plot (draw) the graph for you on the 
screen; 

you always sketch rather than plot when drawing graphs yourself on paper. 

A major aim of this pack is to help you get a sense of pictures without needing to plot points. 
Part of this will involve developing your familiarity with certain functions and graphs, while 
another part  will involve developing your own ability to think about the mathematical 
properties of a function which influence the form of its graph. 



D PREDICT Activities a t  the beginning of this section concerned the function f(x) = x2 - 2. 
Consider now another function g(x) = 2 - x2. Before getting the computer to draw its graph, 
predict what you think the graph will look like, possibly by thinking of how the function g 
might be similar to or different from the function f. 

Test your prediction by choosing appropriate X- and y-ranges and drawing the graph of the 
function (on the computer screen). If possible, get the computer to plot the graph of this function 
over your previous graph off (that is, get the computer to superimpose it). 

How do you know whether you are seeing all the major features of the two graphs? Adjust the 
ranges if you want to see more than is currently on view. 

What is the same and what is different about the two graphs and about the two functions? 
Consider in particular their domains and image sets. 

Comments Discussion of what you observe is valuable in helping to reinforce ideas and maybe in 
introducing other ideas which had not occurred to you. Noting features of the graphs which you observe is 
valuable in compiling a record of your observations to which you can refer back. 

Some particular features with which you may be becoming familiar include: 

points where a curve 'turns around', that is, where the function has a local 
maximum or local minimum (see GLOSSARY); 

variations in the slope or gradient of a curve (see GLOSSARY), especially places 
where the slope is zero; 

points a t  which a curve crosses the axes; 

breaks or discontinuities in a curve (see GLOSSARY). 

PAIRS O F  FUNCTIONS You have just compared the functions flx) = x2 - 2 and g(x) = 2 - x2. 
Now investigate the following pairs of functions by inspecting their graphs. (You do not need 
to know anything about the functions themselves a t  this stage.) For each pair, draw and 
inspect the graph of the first function. Adjust the ranges until you are reasonably certain that 
you are seeing all the important features of this graph. Try to identify these features. If 
possible, try next to predict what you think the second graph will look like before drawing it. 

f ix)= 3 ~ - 2  g ( ~ )  = 2 - 3x 
f i ~ ) = ~ 3 - 2  g(%) = 2 - ~ 3  

f i )  = (X - l)(x +'2) g(x) = ( 1  - x)(x + 2) 
fix) = (X - l)(% + l)(% + 2) g(x) = (1  -X)(% + 1)(x + 2) 

Describe similarities and differences between the pictures of each f and the corresponding g. 
Relate these to the corresponding algebraic forms (algebra-picture-algebra). 

Supply a function to pair with the following f, related to f in the way that the g's above are 
related to their f S: 

Compare the following three functions in a similar way. Why is i t  appropriate to consider 
three functions here? 



D REFLECTING Look now for similarit.ies and differences between the various pairs of graphs 
given in PAIRS OF FUNCTIONS; for example, what is the same and what is different about the 
first two pairs? Try to write down for each function the features of the graph which seem most 
important in making these comparisons. Can you see any similarities and differences 
between the algebraic forms in which the functions are represented? In what ways does the 
algebraic form of the function help you to look for similarities and differences? 

What is the value of predicting what you expect to see before getting the computer to draw the 
graph? 

F 

D REFLECTING AGAIN What do you now understand by the terms function, domain and image 
set? Compare your views with colleagues before going further. 

F 
Comments The 'now' in the above question is most important. Make a note of what you think at this 
stage, and keep asking yourself this question as you work on further parts of this pack. 

D FOR THE BOLD Some of the following pictures of curves represent functions, and some do not. 
Decide which are which, and be prepared to persuade a colleague. (Remember that  every 
element of the domain of a function should be mapped by the function to just one image.) 

Comments Of course, these pictures are not in themselves interesting; what is important is the general . 
principle of what conditions a picture must have in order to be the picturdgaph of a function. Decide on the 
answer to this question before going on. 



F ARROWS Take any graph of a function such as the 
one illustrated on the right. For each value a in the 
domain (on the x-axis), the corresponding image 
fla) can be obtained by following the arrows from a 
on the x-axis to a point on the y-axis. 

The graph of f ix )  shown here can be thought of as a curve drawn on the page. Some curves 
actually represent functions, while others do not. Use the language of arrows to classify those 
drawings of curves which actually represent functions. 

Comments You are looking here for expressions like 'any vertical arrow . . . '. 

ABSTRACTION 1 : PREDICTING 

In mathematics the word 'function' is a technical term. It  can be defined very precisely as in 
the GLOSSARY. However, such a definition can be unhelpful if you are trying to get a t  the 
'meaning' of function in terms which help you to understand it. 'Meaning' is a richness of 
association triggered by a technical term which cannot be conveyed by a definition, no matter 
how precise. 

Several activities in this section asked you to predict what you expected to see before getting the 
computer t o  produce i t  for you. In some cases this might have been difficult. Possibly you had 
no idea what to expect. However, predicting helps your developing awareness. Just stopping 
for a moment, to consider what you might expect, brings to consciousness your current state of 
knowing or not-knowing. Either way you might be surprised: you might find that you can 
actually predict what will occur when you originally thought you were all a t  sea; conversely, 
you may think you know what is going on and something very different, or slightly different, 
occurs. By stopping to predict first, you will be in a better position to notice such events, and in 
consequence you will be in better control of your own learning. 

A WORD OF WARNING: the computer can be very compulsive. It is seductively easy and even 
mesmerising to press the keys. The act of predicting will need to be a very conscious act a t  the 
beginning. I t  might help if you actually turn' away from the machine and speak out loud or 
write down your prediction before turning back to the machine to try it  out. This may sound 
forced or extreme, but see what happens! When working in a group, do not let buttons be 
pressed until everyone agrees. 



2 SOME FUNCTIONS AND THEIR 
GRAPHS 

This section offers a number of particular functions for you to explore both in  order to gain 
familiarity with the graphs of some common functions and to start  to relate features of their 
graphs to mathematical properties of the functions. As stressed in Section 1, before you get the 
computer to draw the graph of any function, try to predict what you expect the graph to look like. 
If you begin exploring a new type of function and do not know what to expect, try out a couple of 
particular examples and then start to predict. Observe the development of your powers to predict 
accurately. Discuss your thinking with a partner if possible and make notes to help you recall 
significant ideas. 

POLYNOMIAL 

We begin this  section by inviting you to explore the graphs of some well-known polynomial 
functions (see GLOSSARY). 

F CONSTANT Polynomial functions of the  type f l x )  = c are  known a s  constant functions. 
Explore various constant functions by plotting the function flx) = c for particular values of c. 

b 
Comments You will need to use the constant facility in your computer package in order to enter 
particular values of c. If you do not have a constant facility as part of your package, then simply enter each 
particular constant function separately. 

F LINEAR Polynomial functions of the  type flx) = mx + e are  known as linear functions. 
Explore linear functions by typing in to the computer: 

flx) = x + c, and  varying c;  
f l x )  = 2x + c, and varying c;  
f l x )  = mx, and varying m ; 
f l x )  = mx - 3, and varying m .  

Comments The constants m and c are sometimes referred to as parameters. In this activity you could 
have been asked simply to input f i x )  = mx + c and to explore what happens in varying both parameters. 
However, when m and c are varied many different linear functions are produced. The activity was 
therefore expressed in a way to emphasise what might be involved in 'varying'. If you vary m andlor c a t  
random it is likely that you will learn nothing very fast. It is by holding one variable constant whilst varying 
another that most can be learned. Hence, if you fix m = 1 and inspect the graph for various values of c, the 
effect on the picture of changing values of c will be more obvious than if you change m as well. In this case, 
you will probably find yourself able to predict quite quickly the change produced by another value of c.  
Eventually, of course, you should aim for a general sense of the contribution made by either m or c. 

If you have access to a SMILE program called 'Lines', you may like to use it to explore the effect of varying 
slopes of lines. 

b REFLECTING What have you learned about constant and linear functions from the activities 
above? Would you say tha t  constant functions are a special case of linear functions? What 
about x = 3; i s  i t  a function? 

b 



QUADRATIC A quadratic function may be expressed in the following ways: 

fix) = ax2+ bx + c ; g(x)  = p ( x  - q)(x - r ) ;  h(x) = I(x -mI2 + n. 

Investigate the graphs of quadratic functions in the systematic way suggested in LINEAR above. 
For example, put  b and c equal to zero and look at fix) = ax2 as a varies, or fm a = 1, c = 0 and 
investigate what happens as b varies. 

How are the  fix),  g (x)  and h(x)  forms of quadratic function related, either graphically or 
algebraically? What features of a quadratic graph are particularly related to each form? 

b 
Comments The shape of the graph of a quadratic function (such as f l x )  above with a + 0) is known as a 
parabola (see GLOSSARY). 

Warning: if you try to find a way of converting a quadratic function algebraically from the f form to either 
the g form or the h form you may find yourself in considerable algebraic complexity. You may also stray out 
of the real numbers! Converting to the f form from either the g form or the h form is far more 
straightforward. 

In Section 5: TRANSFORMATIONS, quadratic functions are revisited and the relationship between the three 
algebraic forms is explored in more detail. 

F ALGEBRA-PICTURE-ALGEBRA Choose a particular type of function: constant, linear or 
quadratic. Focus on particular features of the graphs that  you have noticed and t ry  to relate 
these features to the  algebraic representation of your chosen type of function in the  form of 
general statements. Any general statement about the graphs of a particular type of function 
(such as 'a quadratic function of the form f(x) = ax2 + bx + c turns around at the point x = -b/2a1) 
is likely to result from trying out a number of particular cases. What might you need to do to 
justify such statements in general? 

Discuss your findings and thoughts with colleagues. 

Comments Generalising, as suggested here, is a t  the heart of exploring functions by looking at their 
graphs. You may gain an appreciation of the graphs of certain functions in terms of having a picture of the 
function, but you are more likely to learn about the functions themselves by asking 'what does this particular 
picture have to do with this particular type of function?'. 

You probably found in some cases that you could quickly start to make general statements about the form of 
the graph for particular types of functions, but that on some occasions you were not so sure. What then did 
you have to do in order to explore further? 

You may find it helpful in noticing a particular feature to explore the effect of the function rule (possibly 
expressed algebraically) on points whose X-coordinates lie around the feature in question. Getting a sense of 
the relationship between the features you observe of the graph and properties of the function which the 
graph represents, involves moving between the representations of the function - studying the algebra, 
inspecting the sketch, relating back to the algebra - as mentioned in Section 1. 

CUBK: Draw the graphs of the three cubic functions 

f (x)  = x3. , f ( x ) = x 3 - x ;  f ( x ) = x 3 + x .  

Describe their similarities and differences. 

Compare their graphs with those of some other cubic functions obtained by giving values to a ,  b, 
c and  d in fix) = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d or in g(x) = a(x - b)(x - c)(x - d ) .  

Can you make any general statements about cubic functions? 



Comments It is possible to go on to explore quartics and quintics similarly (see GLOSSARY) but reaching 
general conclusions about these functions by the above methods is very complicated, and so analysis is 
usually camed out by other means. However, some insights can be gained by trying just a few functions, 
such as fix) = ux4+ b, or fix) = (rsz6+ b. 

P IMAGE SETS Describe the image sets of the quadratic and cubic functions which you 
considered in the activities above. Can you make any general statements about image sets of 
quadratic and cubic functions? 

P 

F SUPERIMPOSE On the same set of axes, draw graphs of fix) = x2, g(x) = x3, h(x) = x4, j(x) = x5, 
. . ., k(x) = xlO, . . ., m(x) = xlOO. Before drawing each graph, try to predict how i t  will lie with 

respect to the ones already drawn. 

Consider the slopes of these graphs relative to each other. How do they vary in steepness? 
F 

B EXTENDING Although they are not polynomials, functions of the type f i )  =&g could also be 
explored here. (The term X P ~  indicates the qth root of x raised to the power of p.) Explore these 
functions in the style of SUPERIMPOSE. You may need to limit the X-values in some way. Why 
is this? 

Comments There are no real numbers which are square roots of negative numbers. 

B FOR THE BOLD What statements can you make about the graphs of polynomial functions in 
general? What features distinguish graphs of polynomial functions? In other words, what are 
the features which are common to the graphs of all polynomial functions? 

F 
Comments This challenge might be impossible for anyone who has not considered functions beyond 
polynomials. It might be said that you can only sensibly generalise about one type of function when you 
have seen others which exist. For example, if your only experience of graphs is of straight line graphs, you 
may not bother to remark on this feature. However, when you discover that some functions have graphs 
which are not straight lines, you do then remark on it. You may therefore be able to say more about general 
properties of polynomial functions when you have looked at some non-polynomial functions. 

TRIGONOMETRIC 

The trigonometric functions (see GLOSSARY) relate an  angle to physical lengths or 
projections which are made by or onto the lines bounding the angle. They are also referred to 
as circular functions, since the lines bounding the angle can be regarded as radii of a circle. 
As the angle a t  the centre of the circle varies, certain lines related to the circle change in 
length. The trigonometric functions relate the changes in value of the angle to these changes 
in length. The Greek letter 8 (pronounced 'theta') is often used to represent the angle. 
Alternatively, x may be used. 

Consider the first diagram overleaf in which an angle 8 is bounded by the lines OX and OP. 
Suppose that these lines form radii of a circle of radius one unit so that OX = OP = 1. Consider 
the centre of this circle to lie a t  the origin of X- and y-axes, with OX on the x-axis. ON is the 
projection of .OP onto the x-axis. PN is perpendicular to the x-axis, and is equal in length to the 
projection of OP onto the y-axis. 



Imagine the point P moving around the circle, pulling N with it. As P moves to different 
positions on the circumference, the angle XOP (8) varies, as do the lengths ON and PN. The 
functions sine, cosine and tangent of 8are defined as follows: 

the length ON is related to 8by the function ON = cosine($; 

the length of PN is related to 8 by the function PN = sine($; 

the ratio PNI ON is related to 8 by the function PN I ON = tangent(@. Thus the 
tangent function is the same as the ratio of the sine and cosine functions. 

The names of the trigonometric functions are usually abbreviated to cos, sin and tan. 

The domain of the trigonometric functions consists of values of angles to which the 
trigonometric functions are applied. For example, in the function f(8) = sin($, values of 8are 
plotted along the conventional x-axis of a graph. 

P FAMILIARISATION While it is technically possible to work on the trigonometric (or circular) 
functions without a clear understanding of their origin, it will help to have some feel for what 
these functions represent. Work as a group on the brief descriptions given above, possibly 
using other texts to supplement this. Try to agree on meanings for the sine, cosine and tangent 
functions. Relate the definitions given here to the use of trigonometric ratios in solving right- 
angled triangles. 

Comments The ATM book Geometric Images suggests a number of activities which might usefully be 
undertaken by a group attempting to explain the trigonometric functions. This book could support the 
following graphical activities by helping to link the graphs to the circular motion described above. 

SINE Enter the function flx) = sin(x), where x is an angle (in radians (see GLOSSARY) or 
degrees) to the computer. Inspect the graphs which result from a choice of the following ranges: 

an X-range from 0 to 180 (in degree mode), and the same y-range. 
an X-range from 0 to 180 (in degree mode), and a y-range from -2 to 2. 
an X-range from 0 to n (in radian mode), and the same y-range; 
an X-range from 0 to x (in radian mode), and a y-range from -2 to 2; 
an X-range from -4x to 4x (in radian mode), and a y-range from -2 to 2. 

In each case, try to imagine the point P sweeping around the unit circle for the given values of 
X ,  and the consequent variations in PN. What differences do you observe? What remains the 
same? 

Try out other ranges for x and y and describe in words the principal features of the sine curve. 
How do the features of the graph relate to the definition of sin X? 



Comments If you are unfamiliar with radians, note that an angle of 180 degrees is equivalent to an angle 
of n: radians. See also PM753A PREPARING TO TEACH ANGLE in the MATHEMATICS UPDATE series. 

If you were familiar with the sine function before attempting this activity, you will have recognised in the 
last two instances familiar pictures of its graph. It is perhaps not always realised that in these familiar 
pictures, the scales on the axes are very different if the angles are in degrees. Section 3: ZOOM considers 
further the effect on the pictures of changing the scales on the axes. 

COSINE AND TANGENT Draw graphs of the functions flx) = cos X and f ( r )  = tan X, choosing 
various X- and y-ranges, a s  with the sine function, until you feel that you have seen and 
remarked on all the features of the graph of each function. How do these features relate to the 
definitions of cos X and tan X? As before, imagine P sweeping around the unit circle and 
consider the variations in ON and in PNION. 

P 

P REFLECTING Why does the cosine curve look like a sine curve which has been moved along - 
or vice versa? 

Why does the tangent curve have breaks, or discontinuities? Notice where they occur. 

Compare the graphs of these functions with those of the polynomial functions which you met 
earlier. What features are similar and what features are different? 

What features do you focus on here when asked to compare graphs of functions? 
F 

Comments You may notice, for example, places where the graphs cross the axes, places where the 
graphs turn around, lines of symmetry, or'the slope of the graph at various points. Such features are related 
to the mathematical properties of the functions and you may be starting to get a sense of some relationship 
between these features and properties. 

F TRIGONOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS Draw graphs of the following pairs of functions and 
explain what you observe. 

flx) = COS X g(x) = s i n h  + X )  

flx) = cos2 X g(x) = 1 - sin2 X 

flx) = sin(2x) g(x) = 2 sin X cos X 

Can you think of other trigonometric identities which you could illustrate similarly? 

F ASYMPTOTES The graph of the tangent function has breaks or discontinuities for certain 
values of X. Inspect the graph of tan X, decide on these values of X, and explain them in terms 
of the definition of the tangent function. 

Set a wide range of values on the y-axis (for example, from -50 to +50) and observe what 
happens to the graph very close to the values of X a t  the discontinuities. 

Compare the tangent function with the functions fix) = x3 and flx) = x3 + X. What is the same 
and what is different? 

P 
Comments If vertical lines are drawn at the values where the graph has discontinuities, these lines are 
called vertical asymptotes to the curve (see GLOSSARY). 



P ALGEBRA-PICTURE-ALGEBRA As with polynomial functions, try to relate observed features 
of the graphs of the trigonometric functions to the mathematical properties of the functions in 
the form of general statements. What can you say about the domains and image sets of the 
trigonometric functions? 

Comments Your ability to identify general statements related to the trigonometric functions will depend 
to a great extent on your previous familiarity with the meanings of sine, cosine and tangent. If this was 
limited to experience with angles in triangles, you may like to limit your generalising initially to what 
happens with angles between 0 and 180 degrees. 

P FOR THE BOLD Explore trigonometric functions of the type 

where a is a constant whose value you can vary (for example, 2 cosx or 0.5 cos X). Try t o  
predict what the graphs will look like before you draw them. 

Explore functions of the type 

f(x) = sin(ax); f(x) = codax); f(x) = tan(ax); 

where a is a constant whose value you can vary. 

Explore functions of the type 

f(x) = sin(x + c); f(x) = cos(x + c); fix) = tan(x + c); 

where c is a constant whose value you can vary. Try particularly values of c which are 
multiples of 90 degrees or d2 radians. 

Explore combinations of some or all of the above functions. 

b 
Comments Systematic variation of a or c is likely to be most helpful. Section 5: TRANSFORMATIONS 
explores these ideas further. 

RECIPROCAL 

The reciprocal of a number is found by dividing 1 by that number. For example, the reciprocal 
of 2 is 1/2; the reciprocal of 10 is 1/10; the reciprocal of 0.25 is 4. The reciprocal of any number 
X, other than zero, is llx. The function f(x) = llx is commonly known, as the reciprocal 
function. 

RECTANGULAR HYPERBOLA You may already have looked a t  the graph of fDr)  = llx in 
Section 1 (see p.13). Remind yourself of how it looked, or predict how you expect it  to look, then 
enter this function to the computer. Choose X- and y-ranges until you are sure that you have 
observed all the important features of the graph. Discuss and make notes on the features you 
observe. Compare your findings with the features you observed of polynomi,al and 
trigonometric functions. What is the same and what is different? 

Comments The graph of flx) = llx is known as a rectangular hyperbola. The break or discontinuity in 
the curve, which occurs because the function is not defined when X = 0, is an important feature of this graph. 



F REFLECTING Try to identify any differences in your approach to RECTANGULAR HYPERBOLA 
compared to your work on earlier activities. Are you aware of your developing sense of 
functions, their graphs and features of their graphs? Was it easier to be sure that you had seen 
all the important features of the graph of flx) = llx than with some earlier functions? Were 
there obvious similarities and differences? Discuss your feelings with a colleague or in a 
larger group if possible. 

D 

D EXTENDING Explore some other functions by taking reciprocals, for example: 

flx) = l/x2, flx) = l/x3 and fix) =1/x4; 
reciprocals of the trigonometric functions fix) = llsin X, flx) = l/cos x and 
flx) = l han  X; 
reciprocals of polynomials such as  flx) = l/(x + 1) or flx) = 1/(x2 - 3). 

Predict what you expect to see, then compare your predictions with the graphs drawn by the 
computer. 

Compare the graphs with those of other functions with which you are now familiar. 
D 

Comments Reciprocals of sine, cosine and tangent have the names cosecant, secant and cotangent 
respectively. Thus cosec X = llsin X, sec X = l/cos X, cot x = lltan X. 

D REFLECTING AGAIN What did you do in response to the word 'explore' in EXTENDING? 

Comments It is likely that by this stage you are no longer simply looking at the graphs which you get 
when you ask the computer to give you a picture of a particular function, but that you are actively 
questioning the graphs in terms of the way in which some of their features relate to the algebra of the 
functions concerned. For example, having noticed the features of the graph of flx)=lIx, you then try out 
flx)=1/x2 and perceive similarities and differences. Why the particular differences? How do these relate to 
the fact that you have a? in the function rather than X? 

D GENERALISING Try to identify common features in the graphs of the reciprocal functions 
which you have explored so far and explain them in terms of the algebraic forms of the 
functions. Try to name the vertical asymptotes to various reciprocal curves. 

.F 

COMMON FEATURES 

SYMMETRY You mayhave remarked on the symmetry of various curves in this section. ' 

This symmetry can be expressed in terms of reflective symmetry (where the curve can be 
reflected in some line to produce itself) or rotational symmetry (where the curve can be rotated 
through an  angle about some pbint to produce itself). Look back through the functions which 
you have explored and describe any such symmetries which you observe. 

D 
Comments Reflections in the lines X = 0, y = 0 and y = X ,  and rotations of A about the origin relate to 
particular properties of functions which will be considered in later sections. 



REFLECTING Review all the functions that you have explored so far. What features have you 
identified overall? What features are common to most functions? Which functions have less 
common features? Try to relate these special features to the algebraic representation of their 
functions. . 

If you have not done so already, you may like to start a features list in which you record 
various features which you have observed as well as functions whose graphs have those 
features. 

Comments If you are able to write down general features about a type of function by exploring only 
particular functions then these particular functions become generic. This means that you can use your 
particular functions to stand for general examples of such functions. 

ABSTRACTION 2: PROPERTIES OF FUNCTIONS 

This section emphasised the importance of making links between the pictorial and the 
algebraic representations of a function in order to develop a sense of the function itself. If you 
are not familiar with a function then i t  can be hard to make such links, yet you need to make 
the links in order to gain familiarity. It is therefore worth spending time learning how to 
apply the 'algebra-picture-algebra' process. In the following examples, features of particular 
graphs have been highlighted and related to the corresponding algebraic representation of the 
function. You are likely to have recognised these or other features of graphs of functions and to 
have tried similarly to relate them to the algebra of the functions. Use the examples given here 
both as a basis for comparing your own findings and as a starting point from which to make 
further general statements about properties of functions. 

The graph of the function flx) = x2 has no part of its curve corresponding to negative y- 
values. It has reflective symmetry in the line x = 0 (the y-axis). 

The first feature can be explained algebraically by noticing that images of fix) = x2 can only 
be positive or zero (since a number squared can never be negative). 

The second feature is related to the first (since the square of any negative number has the 
same value as the square of the corresponding positive number) so that fix) = fi-X) for all x 
in its domain. Any function which has reflective symmetry in the y-axis is called an even 
function (see Section 7: COMBINING FUNCTIONS for further discussion). 



The graph of the function f(x) = 1Ix is in two parts, with a break in its curve when x = 0. The 
graph has rotational symmetry of x about the origin and reflective symmetry in the line 
y = X. 

The first feature can be explained by observing that since 110 is not defined, flO) has no 
value. The domain off must therefore exclude zero. This means that there can be no point 
on the curve when x = 0. Inspecting values of flx) where x is very close to zero reveals that 
f(x) is very large, either positively or negatively, so that the curve approaches infinity (m), 

or minus infinity (a) on the positive and negative sides respectively of the line x = 0. 
Thus x = 0 is a vertical asymptote to the curve. 

Rotational symmetry results from the fact that l/(-X) = -(llx), that is f(-X) = +X), for all x 
in its domain. Any function which has this type of rotational symmetry is called an odd 
function (see Section 7 for further discussion). 

The reflective symmetry can be explained algebraically by noticing that flx) = l/x and 
flllx) = x (for example, f(2) = U2 and flU2) = 2). 

A consequence of this symmetry is that the line y = 0, the x-axis, is also an asymptote to the 
curve. Such an asymptote is said to be a horizontal asymptote. 

The graph of f(x) = sin x 'wiggles' along the x-axis, crossing the axis at multiples of 180" or 
x radians. It has a repeating wave form every 360' or 2n radians. Also, the graph of sin x 
has rotational symmetry of x about the origin. 

Algebraic inspection of the function flx) = sin x shows that the same set of images is 
repeated a t  intervals of 360" or 2x radians. For example, sin(30°) = sin(390°) = sin(750°) etc. 
This can be explained by noticing that the rotating radius within the unit circle (see p. 20) 
repeats its motion every complete revolution. The function flx) = sin x is therefore said to be 
a periodic function (see GLOSSARY). 

Rotational symmetry is again explained by noticing that sin(-X) = -sin(x) for all x in its 
domain (that is, f(-X) = -fix)) so that the sine function is another example of an odd 
function. 



3 ZOOM 

The aim of this section is to explore what happens when you zoom in, over and over again, on 
any part of the curve in the graph of a function, both in terms of the effect which zooming 
appears to have on the curve and in terms of the scaling which takes place on the computer 
screen. 

For this section you will need the 'zoom' facility of your computer package. If there is no 
'zoom' or 'magnify' option, we suggest you start with the activity RESCALE, which indicates an 
alternative way of achieving similar effects. 

MAGNIFY The polynomial functions in PAIRS OF FUNCTIONS (see Section 1, p. 14) had one 
feature in common: their graphs all passed through one of the points (0, -2) or (0,2). 

Enter the function fix) = x2 - 2 to the computer, with the same X- and y-ranges. 

Zoom in on the point (0, -2) and draw the enlarged graph. Try out a number of 
different enlargements. 

Observe the effect on the curve as you repeatedly magnify by a factor of 10. 

Repeat these steps with each of the other functions given in PAIRS OF FUNCTIONS, and compare 
results, noting what is the same and what is different. 

Choose other points on some of the graphs and zoom in, or magnify. Before drawing the 
magnified curve, predict what the result will be like. Then draw the graph to test your 
prediction. 

Try to write down a general statement about what happens to a curve as you zoom in on some 
point. How can you be sure of its generality? Is it possible to find examples which do not fit 
your general statement? For example, are there functions whose graphs do not have the 
property you just described when you zoom in on a point on the curve? 

Comments Although it has been said earlier, it is worth repeating that you can only sensibly generalise 
about one type of function when you have considered others. You are unlikely to be able to visualise 
functions which do not have a given property if all those with which you have experience do have the 
property. 

RESCALE This activity considers creation of the 'zoom' facility by rescaling the axes. Draw 
a graph of the function fix) = x2 - 2 with a range of 5 to 5 on each axis. 

Imagine a small square of side one unit, symmetrically placed around the 
minimum point on the graph (at (0, -2)). 

Choose appropriate ranges for your axes to make this square fill your graph-screen. 
Describe the difference between your original graph and what you now see. Which 
features have been preserved and which are different? 

Repeat the above instructions for squares of side 0.1 units, 0.01 units, 0.001 units and 0.0001 
units, relative to the original graph. 

Repeat again for a square centred on some other point of your original graph; say, (1, -1). 
Repeat for similar squares at  points on other graphs. 

What seems to happen as you zoom in on some particular point? 



What is the connection between what you see after rescaling and the original graph of the 
function? 

Comments Again, how can you be sure of the generality of any statements that you obtain? Can you find 
examples which do not fit the general statement? 

SCREEN-PICTURE Consider the enlarged pictures which you drew in either MAGNIFY or  
RESCALE. Imagine that the axes were hidden, and that in each case you saw only the curve on 
the screen. What different functions could have produced that  curve? The following 
suggestions may help, since although they concern different functions to those in the previous 
activities, they produce the same curve on the screen in that the same screen pixels are used 
(see GLOSSARY): 

plot fix) = x2 with ranges -1 to 1 on both axes; 
plot fix) = 2x2 with ranges -0.5 to 0.5 on both 'axes; 

-1 1 
plot fix) = 3x2 with ranges 7 to T o n  both axes. 

What ranges would you need to choose to produce the same curve again, starting with the 
function fix) = 8x2? 

Explore the same idea with fix) = x3. 
P 

FOR THE BOLD What is the connection between the functions f i )  and F(x) when the graph of 
y = fix), with ranges of -;a to a on the x-axis and -b to b on the y-axis, and the graph of y = F(x), 
with ranges -A to A on the x-axis and -B to B on the y-axis, use exactly the same pixels? I t  
might help to begin with a = A, b z B or a #A , b = B. 

Comments Consider the origin fixed. A pixel (p, g) relative to a, b (as in the first diagram below) is the 
A pixel (P, Q) relative to A, B (as in the second diagram below) where P = ;;p and Q = fq. You can check this 

with particular points; for example, (h, 0), or (0, G). 

B A 
Ifq =h), then ~q = F ~ ~ I .  Put x =;p, then F(x) = +l+) = ;f( F). 

EXTENDING Use the 'zoom' facility (or simulate, using RESCALE above) on the following 
functions: 

Investigate particularly parts of a curve close t o  any discontinuity. 

Commenh The very nature of a discontinuity in a curve is that there is no point on the curve at the break. 
In all the curves that you have considered in this section it is likely that zooming in on a point on the curve 



has the effect of straightening the curve a t  that point. Clearly this cannot happen at a discontinuity. 
Investigating what does happen to the curve on zooming in on either side of the break point, and relating this 
back to the algebra of the function, can help in understanding the reason for such discontinuities. 

) SLOPE T h i  slope of a curve at  any point is the slope of a straight line which just touches the 
curve a t  the given point. Such a line is known as the tangent to the curve at the point (see 
GLOSSARY). The straightening effect of zooming in on a curve allows the zoom property to be 
used to consider the slope of a graph at the point on which you zoom. 

Investigate the slopes on some of the graphs that  you have already explored. For example, you 
might look at  the slope of the graph of flx) = x2 - 2 at  the point (0, -2). 

Comments The study of slopes of curves can lead into a study of the differential calculus. At certain 
points on certain curves, zooming in on the curve has a straightening effect whose limit is the slope of the 
curve a t  the given point. However, there are certain points on certain curves for which no amount of 
zooming will straighten the curve. One example of this is the graph of flx) = l X I at  the point (0,O) (see 
Section 4). The explanation here is that the function fix) = I X I is not differentiable at the point (0,O). 



4 MORE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR 
GRAPHS 

The aim of this section is to offer some further functions to explore, in order that you might 
gain familiarity with the functions through inspection of their graphs, relate features of the 
graphs to mathematical properties of the functions and consolidate your understanding of 
mathematical functions and their graphical representations. 

MODULUS 

The modulus 'or absolute value function, f(x) = I X l ,  differs from the functions considered so 
far in that i t  has different rules for different parts of its domain. The modulus of a number X, 
Ix l ,  is defined for all real numbers as follows: 

w h e n x r O  1x1 = X  (for example, 15.2 1 = 5.2); 
whenxcO I x l = - x  (for example, 1-6.25 1 = 6.25). 

F ABS Enter the function f(x)= l X l to the computer. (This is usually done by typing abs(x) 
for I x I .  Abs stands for absolute value.) Compare its graph with the graph of f(w) = x and note 
the similarities and differences. Try to explain these in terms of the mathematical properties 
of the functions (algebra-picture-algebra). 

What do you think the graph of f(x) = I x2 I looks like? Draw it and compare it with the graph of 
= x2. Can you explain what you notice? 

Compare the graphs of fix) = x I x I and f ( x )  = I x2 I . 

Comments Writing flx) = I x2 I involves making a combination of functions - the modulus of the square of 
x - which is known as composition of the functionsg(x) = x2 and flx) = I x I . Section 8 considers composition of 
functions in more detail (see also the GLOSSARY). 

F EXTENDING Inspect the graphs of the modulus of other functions; for example, 

f(x) = l s i n x l ;  f(x)=1x31; f(x)=lx2-21;  f(x) = I l l x I .  

(You will need to enter these as flx) = abs(sin X) etc.) In each case, predict what you expect to 
see before getting the computer to draw the graph. In each case, compare the graph of the 
modulus with the graph of the original function. 

Try to interpret what you see in the graphs in terms of the mathematical properties of the 
functions and their modulir (algebra-picture-algebra). Can you make any general 
statements? If not, try out more special cases until you can. 

F ABS-ZOOM Try zooming in on certain points on the graph of the modulus of a function; for 
example, zoom in on x = 0 in the function f(x)= Ix I, or on x = -2 and x = 1 in the function 
flx) = I (X - 1)(x + 2) 1 ,  or on X = (a multiple of X )  in the function flx) = I tan X I. Compare what 
you observe with any general remarks you made as a result of working on Section 3. ' m a t  
further general statements can you make? 

F 



MULTI-RULE FUNCTIONS The modulus function is an example of a multi-rule function in that 
the expression of the function varies for different intervals on the function's domain, as  
follows: 

A general expression of such a multi-rule function is: 

Some computer graphics programs allow you to enter expressions such as a I x I b to the 
computer, and the computer evaluates their truth values, commonly evaluating the expression 
as -1 if i t  is true and 0 if i t  is false. Typically, the above expression would then be entered to the 
computer as: 

fix) = -(X a)hl(x) - (a 5 x I b)h2(x) - (b < x)h3(x). 

Enter the modulus function to the computer in this form and check that the result is the same as 
entering y = abs(x). 

Explore the following functions in the same way, predicting what you expect to see before using 
this method of entering them to the computer: 

fix) = -x2 (X SO) g(x) = 4-X (X < 0) 
x2 (X > 0 dx (X 2 0). 

1 By similar exploration, show that if a > 0 then the function f ( r )  = 5 ( I x - a I + I x + a 1 ) is the 
same as the function 

g(x) = -X (X <-a) 
a ( - u I x I a )  
X (a < X). 

F 

EXPONENTIAL 

Exponential functions have the form flx) = aX where a is a real number and where a > 1 (see 
GLOSSARY). For any exponential function, a is fixed and X, which varies, is the power, index 
or exponent of a. 

POWERS Explore functions of the form fix) = ox where a is a positive real number greater 
than 1. You could begin by entering 2 ,3  and 10 as values of a and superimposing their graphs. 
Make sure that your choice of scales on the axes enables you to see all the important features of 
the graphs. Comment on features which these graphs have in common, as  well as on features 
which seem to be the same as or different from other graphs with which you are familiar. 

Try the following values of a: 100; 5; 1.5. Predict what you expect to see before drawing the 
graphs. Explain what you see in terms of the mathematical properties of the functions 
(algebra-picture-algebra). 

How does a-% differ from aX? 

What happens if a is not positive? 

F 



Comments When the value of a is not positive, as is defined only for particular values of X (you may have 
already considered which ones). Some programs cannot cope with the resulting situation and so nothing at 
all appears on the screen. 

P SPECIAL For some of the graphs which you inspected in POWERS, zoom in on the point (0, 1) 
and inspect the slope of the curve a t  this point (see the activity SLOPE in Section 3, p. 28). 

Experiment to find the graph whose curve has a slope of 1 a t  the point (0,l). You may not be able 
to get this exactly, but get as close as  you can. What is the value of a in fix) = aX for this graph? 

Comments There is just one function of the form f l x )  = as which satisfies the requirement that its slope is 1 
at the point (0,l). It is called the exponential function, for which the value of a is approximately 2.718. The 
precise value of a in this case is an irrational number, and so its decimal representation is impossible to write 
down. For this reason, the number is written commonly as the letter e (standing for exponential). Thus the 
exponential function is written as f l x )  = @. 

P EXP To enter the exponential function to a computer, it is often necessary to type fix) = exp(xe). 
Superimpose graphs of several exponential functions on the computer screen and notice how 
fix) = exp(x) lies with respect to the others. 

Predict what you would expect to see for flx) = exp(-X), or fix) = -exp(x), then draw the graphs. 
P 

P GROWTH Growth and decay in natural processes are often exponential in form. By 
superimposing their graphs, contrast exponential functions with some other functions which 
also increase rapidly as  x increases; for example, try flx) = x2, flx) = x3, flx) = x4, etc. 
Compare the-slopes of the graphs of the polynomial functions with those of the exponential 
functions and comment on their relative steepness. 

P 

LOGARITHM 

COMMON LOGS Common logarithms are based on the number 10, and are known as 
logarithms to base ten. (The usual notation for this is loglo; for example, loglo 99 is read as 
'log to the base ten of ninety-nine'.) Use the 'log' button on your calculator to explore the 
common logarithms of a variety of numbers. 

Predict what you expect to see as a graph of the common logarithm function f i x )  loglo x.  

Enter the function fix) = loglO x to the computer (this is usually entered by typing fix) = log X) 

and compare what you see with your prediction. How do the particular features which you 
observe relate to the mathematical properties of the function? 

Comments Log x with no base specified is often understood conventionally to be the common logarithm 
function; it is easier than writing log,, X every time. 



Logarithms are powers. You may remember logarithm tables, where logs are added in order to 
multiply numbers. This process works because, in order to multiply numbers with powers, the 
powers have to be added, for example: 

2 3 ~ 2 4 = 2 3 + ~ = 2 ~  and  l@x103=1@+3=105. 

These calculations are equivalent to 

8 X 16= 128 and 100x1000=100000. 

The powers 3 , 4  and. 7 in the first example, and 2 , 3  and 5 in the second, can be expressed as 
logarithms by writing: 

Then, using logarithms to base two to multiply 8 by 16, we find the logs of 8 and 16, add the logs 
together, and take the antilog of the result, as  follows: 

log2 8 = 3 and log2 16 = 4; 
3 + 4 = 7 ;  
antilog2 7 = 128. 
So 8 X l 6  = 128. 

Similarly, to multiply 100 by 1000 using logarithms to base ten: 

loglo 100 = 2 and loglo 1000 = 3; 
2 + 3 = 5 ;  
antiloglo 5 = 100 000. 
So 100x1000= 100000. 

Notice that in these examples we used powers of two in one case and powers of ten in the other. 
Logarithms can, in fact, be based on any positive number. Logarithms to base ten are known 
as  common logarithms. Logarithms to base e (e is the base of the exponential function 
discussed in S P E C I A L  and E X P )  are called natural or Naperian logarithms, after the 
mathematician Napier who developed them. 

) NOTATION If you are unfamiliar with logarithms, spend some time working on the above 
notation until i t  makes sense to you. An A-level textbook might help. Discussion with 
colleagues is recommended. 

Comments The inverse of the exponential function flx) = 1Wis the logarithm function g(x) = loglox (see 
Section 6: INVERSE FUNCTIONS and also the GLOSSARY). More generally, the logarithm function 
g(x) = log,x is the inverse of the exponential function flx) = aX and, in particular, the logarithm function 
g(x) = log3 is the inverse of the exponential function flx) = 8. 

NATURAL Use the 'lnl button on your calculator to find the natural logarithms of a variety of 
numbers. 

Predict what you expect to see as a graph of the function f i x )  = l o ~ x  (or f i x )  = In X ) .  How will i t  
differ from the graph of f i x )  = loglo x  (see C O M M O N  LOGS)? 

Superimpose the graph of the function f i x )  = In x  over the graph of fix) = loglo x  and compare 
what you see with your predictions. Relate what you see to the mathematical properties of the 
two functions. 

Consider where the graphs of the functions f i x )  = log2 x  and f i x )  = log3 x  will lie. 

B 



Comments Some computer software will accept only common or natural logarithmic functions and 
cannot cope with logarithms to any other base. In this case, if the graph of flx) = loga% is required, some 
conversion is necessary. The following formula should help: 

(You may also like to consider how this formula is derived.) 

B L O G  AND EXP Superimpose the graph of fix) = loglo x over the graph of g(%) = 101. 

Predict what you expect to see when the graph of f i x )  = l o w  is  superimposed over the graph of 
g(x) = ex. Test  your prediction. 

Visualise what will happen with other, similar, pairs of graphs. 

b 
Comments It is easier to see relationships if the same scales are used on each axis. As mentioned earlier, 
the logarithm function g(x)  = 10- is the inverse of the exponential function f i x )  = as. Functions and their 
inverses are explored in more detail in Section 6: INVERSE FUNCTIONS. 

B R E F L E C T I N G  Review all the  functions you have explored so far  by sketching their graphs. 
What features have you identified? What are  the similarities and differences? Try to explain 
these in terms of the algebraic representation of the functions. 



5 TRANSFORMATIONS 

Once you are familiar with the graphs of a number of basic functions, i t  is possible to extend 
your repertoire in a number of ways. One possibility is to consider transformations of the 
graphs of these basic functions (see GLOSSARY). Indeed, some of the graphs of polynomial 
functions, considered earlier, can also be thought of as transformations of other more basic 
graphs. 

P Y-TRANSLATION Draw the graph of the function fix) = x2. Now superimpose the graphs of: 

(You can enter 42 as 2v2 or SQR(2).) 

Describe the similarities and differences between the graphs. 

Repeat this, starting with fix) = x3, then with fix) = sin X, and with fix) = ex. 

P 

P GENERALISING If you know what the graph of f(x) looks like, what does the graph of fix) + c 
(where c is any real number) look like? Make a general statement about the effect on its graph 
of adding any real number to a function. 

Comments When an entire graph i s  shifted up or down, it is said to be translated parallel to the y-axis (see 
GLOSSARY). 

X-TRANSLATION Draw the graph of the function fix) = x2. Now superimpose the graphs of: 

Describe the similarities and differences between the graphs. 

Repeat this, starting with fix) = x3, then with fix) = sin X, and with fix) = ex. 

P 
Comments When an entire graph is shifted right or left it is said to be translated parallel to the x-axis. 

P MENDING Compare the graphs of the following pairs of functions: 

f(x) = (sin X)  + 2 and g(x) = sin(x + 2); 
f ( x ) = x 2 + 2  and g(x) = (X + 2)2; 
f (x )=ex+  2 and g(x) = e(x + 2). 



How will the graphs differ if 2 is subtracted, not added? 

What effect will combinations of such additions and subtractions produce? For example, 
predict what graph you will get if you enter the function flx) = (X + 212 - 2. 

Comments The function f ix) = ( X  + 2)2 - 2  can be written as f ix)  + 2 = ( X  + 2)2. How does this slightly 
different form relate to the graph of flx)? 

P GENERALISING Make some general statements about translations of functions, and test them 
out for a number of different functions and translations. Express your observations 
succinctly in symbols where possible. 

P REFLECTING What aspects of mathematical thinking have you been using? What difficulties 
and pleasures did you encounter? 

b 

Y-SCALING Draw the graph of the function fix) = x2. Now superimpose the graphs of: 

Describe similarities and differences between the graphs. 

Choose any value of x and mentally draw a line vertically from the x-axis. Notice the value of 
y a t  the point3'where your vertical line cuts each graph. Repeat for other values of X. 

For any function g(x) = kflx), what is the effect of k on any given value of x (that is, a t  any 
given position on the graph)? Try to be precise and succinct. 

Comments k is known as a scale factor. The graph of f l x )  is scaled or stretched by this factor, parallel to 
the y-axis. 

X-SCALING Draw the graph of the function fix) = x2. Now superimpose the graphs of: 

g(x) = (2x12; 
g(x) = (3x12; 
g(x) = (0.2x)2; 
g(x) = 4 2 . 5 ~ ) ~ .  

Describe similarities and differences between the graphs. 

Choose any value of y and mentally draw a line horizontally from the y-axis. Notice the val) 
of x at the points where your horizontal line cuts each graph. Repeat for other values of y. 

For any function g(x) = flkx) what is the effect of k on any given value of X? 

Comments k is known as a scale factor. The graph of f l x )  is scaled or stretched by this factor, parallel to 
the x-axis. 



F EXTENDING Explore the effect of the scale factors in each of the following sets of functions: 

Is there a difference in effect between a y-scale factor of 2 and an X-scale factor of 2? 

Predict what you expect to see for the graphs of k(x) and l(x) where 

for each of the functions f above. 

Comments In the case of y-scale factors, writing the function as, for example, 

might help. 

F GENERALISING Make some general statements about scalings of functions, and test them out 
for a number of different functions and scalings. 

) SCALING AND TRANSLATING Start with the graph of the function fix) = X. 

Imagine scaling it by a factor of 2 in the y-direction and then translating the result parallel to 
the y-axis by +3 units (that is, 3 units to the right). Describe the resulting line and state its 
equation. 

Imagine translating the graph of f i x )  = x parallel to the y-axis by +3 units (that is, up by 3 units) 
and then scaling the result by a factor of 2 in the y-direction. Describe the resulting line and 
state its equation. 

Imagine translating the graph of fix) = x parallel to the x-axis by 3 units (that is, 3 units to the 
left) and then scaling the result by a factor of 2 in the y-direction. Describe the resulting line 
and state its equation. 

Imagine scaling the graph of fix) = x by a factor of 2 in the y-direction and then translating the 
result by 3 units parallel to the x-axis. Describe the resulting line and state its equation. 

Now draw the graphs which result from these instructions and convince yourself that they fit 
the descriptions you obtained. 

Invent some other transformations and scalings to try out the above ideas until you feel 
confident that you see what is going on. 

F 
Comments A graph of any function of the form f i x )  = mx + c  is a transformation of the graph of f l x )  = X.  

The coefficient of x (namely m) has the effect of scaling or stretching the graph by a factor of m in they- 
direction, and the addition of a constant (namely c )  has the effect of translating the graph up or down 
parallel to the y-axis. 

This activity could profitably form the basis of a group discussion. 



BUILDING The notation 

describes a general transformation involving both scalings and translations. I t  may be 
applied to the graph of any function as follows. For any point on the graph: 

2 is added to the x-coordinate; 
the y-coordinate is multiplied by 3 and then 1 is subtracted from the result. 

Apply this transformation to the graph of fix) = llx. What i s  the equation of the resulting 
graph? 

Build some other functions in the same way. 

b 
Comments It may help to consider intermediate stages. For example, draw the graph which results from 
simply adding two to each x-coordinate. What is the equation of this graph? 

b EXTENDING For each of the following sets of functions, draw the graph of the basic function 
fix), then decide what transformations will be required to produce graphs of the other functions 
in the set: 

fix) = sin X, g(x) = 2 sin X, h(x) = sin 2x, k(x) = sin(2x - 1); 
1 

f i x ) = -  g(x) = l 1 3 
X '  2%' h(x) = X, k(x) = ~ - 2 ;  

fix) = ex, g(x) = (1/2)ex, h(x) = ex - 3, k(x) = e ( ~  + 1); 

f ix )=  1x1, g ( x ) = 3 1 x I  - 2 ,  h (x ) .=3 lx-21 ,  h (x)=  13x-21. 

Superimpose the graphs of the other functions only as a check. 

b 
Comments Awareness of the transformations of basic functions can make it easier to visualise the graph 
of a particular function. What rules should be applied in deciding what transformations of a basic function 
are appropriate to produce the graph of a particular function? For what sorts of functions is it most useful to 
consider the use of tranformations in this way? For what sorts of functions is i t  not very useful? 

QUADRATICS The  graphs  of all of the  quadratic functions can be obtained from 
transformations of the graph of fix) = x2. 

Draw a graph of fix) = x2. For each of the following functions, predict first what you expect the 
graph to look like, then superimpose i t  onto the screen. Try to decide what transformation(s) 
should be applied to fix) = x2 to produce each graph. 

Comments It is much easier to see what transformations are appropriate when quadratic functions are 
written in the completed-square form used here (see GLOSSARY). For example, another way of writing 
g(x) = (X + 112 - 3 is g ( x )  = x2 + 22 - 2; in this form, it is probably much more difficult to predict what the 
graph will look like, relative to the graph of flx) = 2. 



GENERALISING 
g ( x )  = l (x  - m)2 + 

Consider the general quadratic function in. completed-square form, 
n , whose graph is sketched in the diagram below: 

Articulate a general statement which relates this form of the function to the principal features 
of its graph. 

Try to convert the function 

f i x )  = 4x2 + 2x - 3 

into completed-square form in order to sketch its graph. Repeat this process for other quadratic 
functions. 

P 
Comments The effort needed in mastering the algebra needed to convert quadratic functions into the 
completed-square form may be well worthwhile if it helps you to have a clearer picture of the function. 



6 INVERSE FUNCTIONS 

This section explores what is meant by the inverse of a function (see GLOSSARY) and ways of 
finding inverses of given functions. 

PROCESS Consider the function fix) = 3x - 2, defined for all real numbers. Choose a few 
particular real numbers, apply this function to them and write down their images. 

Describe in words the process of the function; that is, describe what has to be done to each input 
in order to produce the corresponding image. 

Now start with one of the images: describe what you have to do in order to get back to the input 
which generated it. Does this work for the other images that you generated? 

Compare the process of going back to the process of the original function. Write down a second 
function (g) which describes this going back process. 

Does the function rule for g 'work' for all possible pairs of values resulting from f ? Are you 
sure? 

The function g can be thought of as reversing the process of the function f. Choose some other 
functions and in each case see if you can find a function which reverses the process of your 
chosen function. Are there any problems?  discus,^ your findings with colleagues. 

F 
Comments Make sure that you are clear about the interpretation that you are putting on the word 'work'. 

GRAPH-REVERSE Input the function fix) = 3x - 2 to the computer and superimpose over its 
graph the graph of the function g that you obtained in PROCESS above. Do the same for other 
pairs of fimctions that you generated. What effect does the process of 'reversing' have on the 
graph of ,,nction? 

F 

REFLECTION Input the function f(x) = 3x - 2 to the computer and inspect its graph. 
Superimpose onto this the graph of fix) = X .  (Make the scales on each axis the same.) 

Visualise the graph which is the reflection of fix) = 3x - 2 in the line y = X, and try to predict 
what function would produce it. (Here the line y = x is a mirror line and you are looking for 
the reflection of the line y = 3x - 2 in this mirror line.) 

Input this third function and superimpose its graph. Compare the result with that in GRAPH- 
REVERSE. 

Input some other functions, such as: 

f l x )  = 2x; 

fix) = 2x + 5 ;  
X fix) = -  2 - 1; 
# + l  f ix)= - 3 '  



In each case try to identify the reflection of your original graph in the line y = X. 

Record pairs of functions and reflections in a table. Look for connections between the 
algebraic representations of each function and its reflection. Can you find an algebraic way 
of getting to the reflection from the function? If so, can you reconcile the algebraic and 
geometric methods? 

P 
Comments Your success in this activity may have depended on your ability to judge when one line is the 
reflection of another in the line y = X .  You may also have had difficulty in deciding on the equation for the line 
which you wished to plot. It is worth considering what reflection in y = X  does to the coordinates of any point 
on the original line. Also, some computer software has facilities for plotting particular points and drawing 
lines through them. You may like to explore ways of using these facilities to find reflections in y = X.  

Inverse functions arose from a need to 'undo' the effect of a given function. For example, if a 
function has the effect of doubling the input values, then 'undoing' this function is effected by 
halving the output values. Similarly, 'undoing' the function fix) = 3x - 2 is effected by adding 
two to the output values and then dividing the results by three. This produces a function 

1 g(x) = $X + 2). The function g is called the inverse of the function f. The inverse of a function 
- 

fix) is usually denoted by f l (x ) .  Thus, if f (x)  = 3x  - 2, then r l ( x )  = $X + 2) .  

The term inverse has been coined to mean the reversing property, and this is conventionally 
what is meant when we talk about the inverse of a function. 

P ONE-ONE An important class of functions are the ones for which not only does each value of x 
in the domain give a unique value for fix) (necessary in order for f to be a function), but for 
which no two images are the same. In other words, if f l t )  = fis), then in fact t must be equal to S. 

Such functions are called one-one. Interpret the definition of one-one functions in your own 
words, and characterise them in terms of pictures. 
pp P pp - - -- 

Comments Recall ARROWS in Section l (see p. 16). 

FROM Y TO X Any value U on the y-axis can be transferred (diagrammatically) to the x-axis 
by use of the line y = x as  shown below. 

What is the effect of using a more general function y = fix) in place of the line y = X? What 
happens if the horizontal arrow from U cuts the graph off in more than one place? 

P 



INVERSE-PLOT Study the following diagram and the corresponding table. 

Draw graphs of some particular functions on the computer and use the construction suggested 
here to visualise their reflections in the line y = x . You might start with linear functions, and 
then progress to quadratics, cubics and perhaps some non-polynomial functions. 

How does this construction help with your understanding of reflections and inverse functions? 

Comments These methods of exploring graphs of functions are discussed further in Section 8: READING 
PICTURES. 

AMBIGUITY Draw graphs of the functions 

fix) = x2 a n d  g(x) = x2 - 3. 

How do they differ from graphs of linear functions? 

What proble& are encountered when you try to 'reverse' these functions? 

P 
Comments fl3) = 9, but how do you get back to the initial value from the image? Undoing the squaring 
involves finding a square root, but 49 is not unique; it could be 3 or 3. The problem is that the reverse of the 
square function is many-valued; it has more than one image for each starting value, so that it is not a 
function (see FOR THE BOLD in Section 1 (p.15)). A function must be unambiguous in its description, so 
functions whose reverses are many-valued are excluded from having inverses. 

GENERALISING Draw graphs of the functions: 

f(x) = sin X; 
1 

fix)=;;.; 
fix) = ex.  

For the purposes of finding inverses, which of these graphs are 'like' graphs of linear 
functions; which are 'like' the graphs o f f  and g in AMBIGUITY? What does the word 'like' 
imply? 

Consider the reflection of each of the above graphs in the line y = X .  Try sketching on paper the 
resulting curves. Which of these are graphs of functions? 

Which of these four functions have inverses? Draw graphs of these inverse functions. 

P 
Comments Functions have inverses only if they are one-one. 



P FOR THE BOLD I t  is often useful to be able to undo the trigonometric functions. However, like 
the square functions, they are not one-one so they do not have inverses. It  is possible, however, 
to restrict the domain of any of the trigonometric functions to an interval on which the function 
is one-one, and then inverses of these functions can be defined. The inverses of sin, cos and 
tan (with suitably restricted domains) are called arcsin, arccos and arctan. These are 
sometimes expressed as  s i r1 ,  cos-l and tan-l, using the inverse function notation. 

Draw the graphs of these inverse trigonometric relationships and investigate what you see. 

Comments Notice the open nature of the invitation to explore here - we say, 'investigate what you see', 
and this leaves all of the work up to you. You have to see what might be interesting. You have to set the 
questions to explore. You have to be the judge of any answers which you conjecture. You could appeal to a 
tutor, you could consult some textbook, or you could consult a colleague, but the initiative is yours. How do 
you feel about this degree of openness? When would you want to offer similarly open tasks to your pupils or 
students? 

GENERALISING Which of the functions that you have considered so far have inverses? 

For any function which does not satisfy the one-one requirement, can you restrict its domain to 
an interval on which an inverse can be defined? 

In much of this pack we have asked you to make links between algebraic and pictorial 
representations of functions. In the case of inverses, the algebra and the picture complement 
each other in providing information. Given any function which has an inverse, its inverse 
can be expressed algebraically by undoing the function, and pictorially by reflecting the graph 
of the function in the line y = X. A computer package can be used to confirm results. For 
example, to explore the function fix) = x3: 

undo the function algebraically to get f l(x) = x1I3; 
sketch fix) = x3 and reflect its graph in the line y = X; 
enter to the computer the functions fix) = x3 and g(x) = xu3and compare their graphs 
with the sketches which you drew. 

For information, the computer copes with a graph ofy = xu2 by plotting the positive square roots 
of the inputs. Providing that a restriction of positive square roots or negative square roots (but 
not both) is placed on the square root relationship, i t  does then qualify as  a function. 
Conventionally, the function denoted by fix) = dx is taken to have positive square roots of non- 
negative integers as  its image set. 

REFLECTING The previous paragraphs (as well as several earlier in this section) consist of 
exposition of some aspects of identifying inverses, which it seemed useful to include. What 
did you do with this exposition? Did you have difficulty in understanding it? Was i t  helpful? 
Contrast what you gain from doing activities with what you gain from reading exposition such 
as this. 

Comments It is a popular misconception that when someone tells you something you then know it 
without having to do any work on it yourself. In this pack we have suggested activities which we hope will 
have brought you into contact with certain ideas to do with functions. However, there have been times when 
it has seemed important to make certain ideas explicit - as in the exposition above. There are many 
occasions when, as a teacher, you want to tell your students about certain things related to their study. It is 
worth considering the relative status of investigative activities and exposition in contributing to learning. 
This is a topic which could usefully be discussed with colleagues. 



7 COMBINING FUNCTIONS 

This section sets out to investigate how some functions can be formed as combinations of 
others, how the picture of a combination of functions relates to pictures of the individual 
functions and how familiarity with the pictures or graphs of individual functions can aid 
understanding of combined functions. 

SUMS AND PRODUCTS 

You may already recognise the function fix) = x + 2 (with domain R) as a linear function with 
particular properties or as a translation of the function fix) = x by +2 units parallel to the y- 
axi S. 

However, this function can also be seen as two separate functions, g(x) = x and h(x) = 2, which 
combine to produce fix). As the combination involves the addition of x and 2 (the right-hand 
sides of the algebraic representations), i t  seems reasonable to say that fix) = g(x) + h(%). In 
other words, it seems reasonable to say that functions may be added in order to produce new 
functions. 

A simple case such as this can be a good starting point for looking at more complicated sums. 

GRAPH-SUMS For the functions f ,  g and h (where fix) = X, g(%) = 2 and h(x) = x + 2): 

What are the principal features of the graphs of g(x), h(x) and fix) (predict, then 
draw the graphs, superimposing them on the same axes)? 

In what way is the graph of fix) a 'combination' of the graphs of g(x) and h(x)? 

In what way might addition of functions be interpreted in terms of the combination of 
their graphs? 

How can picturing the combination of functions in this way provide insight into the 
combined function? 

P 

EXTENDING Consider the questions listed in GRAPH-SUMS for each of the following sums of 
functions (with domain R): 

fix) = sin x + cos X; 
fix) = 2 sin x (that is, sin x + sin X); 
f(x) = X + llx; 
fix) = x4 + x2; 
fix) = er + 

P '  

In a similar way to producing sums of functions, i t  is also possible to construct products of 
functions. For example, in fix) = x2(x + l), the right-hand side is the product of x2 and (X + 1). 
Thus we might say that fix) = g(x) X h(x) where g(x) = x2 and h(x) = (X + 1). 



F PRODUCTS Consider questions like those in GRAPH-SUMS for the following products of 
functions (with domain B): 

f(x) = X sin X; 
f(x) = x2 sin X; 
f(x) = sin2 x (that is, (sin X) X (sin X)); 
f(x) = sin x cos X. 

What about the product fix) = (sin X)? 

Comments For the first product, you may find it useful to superimpose first the graph of g(x) = X, then 
that of h(x) = sin X and finally that offlx) = X sin r This may help you in predicting what you expect from the 
other functions. 

REFLECTING What have you learned about functions through tackling the above three 
activities? How has the availability of computer graphics helped? 

F 

COMPOSITION 

Consider now the function f(x) = sin(x2) (with domain B). The process which produces the 
image of 2 is: 

2 -> square -> 4 -> sin -> -0.757, 

so that 

This combination is not a product of functions - i t  is not the square times the sine - it is a 
function of another function. Three functions are involved: 

In applying the function fix), the first operation on any input from the domain is that of 
'squaring' - that is, applying the function g(x). Thus the domain of f(x) is the same as the 
domain of g(x). To the image of g(x) is then applied the sine function, h(x), which produces the 
image of the combined function fix). 

For this combination to be possible, the image set of the function g(x) must lie within the 
domain of h(x). In this particular case, it does, because the images from g(x) are real numbers 
greater than or equal to 0, a subset of R, and all of these are possible inputs for the sine 



function. A function of a function is often known as comp.osition of functions (see 
GLOSSARY). 

F REFLECTING What did you have to do to make sense of the above introduction to this 
subsection? 

F 

F COMPOSING Consider the following combinations of functions (domains not given): 

In each case, which function is applied first to input values? What is the domain of this first 
function? What is the image set of this first function? Does this image set lie within the 
domain of the second function? Is the combination a valid composition? 

In each case, first predict what you expect to see, then draw the graphs of the valid compositions. 
Does it help to consider first the graphs of the constituent functions in order to gain insight into 
the composition? 

What happens when you try to draw graphs of invalid compositions? Think about how you 
might restrict the domain of an invalid composition so that the image set produced from the 
first function does lie within the domain of the second function. 

F 

) RECIPROCAL OF A FUNCTION Given the graph of y = fix), what does the graph of y = flux) look 
like? Explore for some particular functions and then generalise. 

How does the class of functions of the form flux) differ from the class of functions of the form 
llflx)? 

F SELF-COMPOSITE Functions can be composed with themselves. For example, the function 
f(f(x)) applies the same function twice. Explore the effect of this by choosing some particular 
functions and composing them with themselves twice, three times, and so on. 

What can you say about a function which, when applied twice, three times, etc., results in the 
identity function, that is g(x) = x (see GLOSSARY)? 



F INVERSE OF A COMPOSITE Consider the composite function 

1 
f ( x )  = - 

log10 X 
(X  E R, X > l), 

which has m inverse function. 

Of what functions is it composed? Draw the graphs of the constituent functions and find their 
inverses. 

Predict what the inverse off will be and draw its graph. Use the property of reflection in the 
line y = x  to check your prediction. 

Look for inverses of other composite functions. 

F 

FOR THE BOLD For any composite function F ( x )  = &(X) ) ,  obtain a suitable notation for P 1 ( x )  
and justify your findings. 

F 

ODD AND EVEN FUNCTIONS 

F ODD OR EVEN? An even function has the property f ( -X )  = f(x); an odd function has the 
property fl-X) = -f(x). Categorise each of the following functions as odd or even or neither: 

f l x )  = x 2 ;  
f ( x )  = sin X ;  

f ( x )  = x 3 ;  
f ( x )  = C O S  X ;  

f l x )  = e x ;  
fix)= 1 x 1 ;  
f ( x )  = X; 
f ( x )  = l l x ;  
f l x )  = x 2  sin X .  

How do you think that odd and even properties might show up on the graph of a function? Draw 
graphs to check your conjectures. 

Inspect the functions given in other activities in this section for odd and even properties. 

F EXPLORE Let fix) be some given function. Let g ( x )  = f i x )  + fl-X) and let h ( x )  = f i x )  - fl-X). 

@ + h )  Convince yourself that g is even, that h is odd, and that f = . 

What does this tell you about odd and even functions? 

F 

REFLECTING In considering combinations of functions in this section, what insights have you 
gained into the properties of these functions? 

Review the development of your understanding of functions and their graphs. What questions 
remain unanswered for you? What else do you think you could valuably do? How could your 
tutor or group support you in this? 



ABSTRACTION 3: UNDERSTANDING COMBINATIONS 

The following process provides a way of tackling combinations of functions through their 
graphs in order to gain insight into the functions concerned. Given a combination of 
functions: 

identify the constituents; 
picture the constituents; 
identify the types of combination; 
picture the combination of constituents; 
relate this picture to properties of the combined functions. 

For example, consider the function fix) = X + sin(x2). 

The constituent functions are 

g(x) = x2; h(x) = sin X; k(x) = X. 

To picture the constituents, summon up a mental image of each of g(x), h(x) and k(x); for 
example, g(x) is a parabola centred on the origin. 

Two types of combination are involved: 

sin($) is the composition h(g(x)) (call this t(x)); 
x + sin($) is the sum of k and l. 

Informal language is used here deliberately to help convey images of the combination of 
constituent functions. 

The sine function wiggles its way across the screen, while x2 is a parabola sitting on the 
origin. Trying to picture sin($) therefore involves imagining what the sine wiggles will 
do to the behaviour of x2. Remembering that values of the sine function must lie between +l 
and -1, these must therefore be maximum and minimum values of this combined function, 
but the decreasing and increasing values of the square function affect the period of the 
resulting sine function. 

Try now to sketch the graph of l(x) = sin(x2) and observe its features. 

Now consider k(x) = X, and picture the sum of k and 1. This involves adding the y- 
coordinates of the sine wiggles oft to the y-coordinates on the line y = x for each value of X. 

You might like to draw the graph of flx) = x + sin(x2) a t  this stage in order to check your 
predictions. 

Note that i t  is essential to draw these graphs using radian measure. Experiment with 
ranges until you feel you are seeing all the important features. 

In relating the picture to the properties of the functions, note first that the image set of g(x) is 
the set of positive real numbers together with zero. This is valid input to the sine function, so 
the composition is valid. 

The sine function produces one complete oscillation for every interval of 2 x  in its domain. 
Applying the sine function to the square function where this is increasing or decreasing 
rapidly (that is, for I x I large) has the result that intervals of 2 x  come more frequently and 
so the sine curve oscillates more rapidly. Around the origin where the square function 
changes very gently, the sine oscillations are spread out. As g(x) = x2 is an even function, 
the graph has symmetry about the y-axis. 

The sum flx) = x + sin(x2) has the effect of adding eath value of / ( X )  to the corresponding 
value of X .  The effect of this is to increase all values of l(x) by the value of X, and so the 
graph will spread upwards (or downwards) from the origin, oscillating about the line y = X .  

The sum of odd (k(x)) and even (l(x)) functions produces an odd function as the result. 



F EXTENDING Try going through this process for the following combinations of hct ions:  
1 

f (X )  = x2 sin (X E R, x f 0); 
1 fix) = ;; sin(x2) (X E R, x + 0); 
1 fix) = sin(x2) (X E R, X # 0);  

fix) = .ST;-i sin (X e R, X + 0). 



8 READING PICTURES 

This section explores the art of reading pictures of graphs of functions, in order to become 
familiar with what various features of the pictures actually mean. The ideas are then 
extended to a study of the pictures of functions which are formed by composing one or more 
functions. 

There are three basic constructions that follow arrows from points on one of the axes to points 
on the other axis which can be used to interpret or read function pictures. The constructions 
themselves are not complicated, but they can be used in combination to produce very 
complicated new functions. The first two constructions were introduced earlier in the pack 
(see ARROWS in Section 1 (p. 16) and FROM Y TO X in Section 6 (p. 40)); they are repeated here 
for completeness. 

CONSTRUCTION 1 Take any graph of a function, such as  the one illustrated in the left-hand 
diagram below. For each value of a in the domain (on the x-axis), the corresponding image 
flu) can be obtained by following the arrows from a on the x-axis to a point on the y-axis. 

CONSTRUCTION 2 Any value U on the y-axis can be transferred (diagrammatically) to the x- 
axis by use of the line y = X ,  as indicated in the right-hand diagram below. 

SWEEPING Imagine the graph of a function y = flx), and a point which sweeps along some 
domain interval on the x-axis. With the sweeping point there is associated an arrow up to the 
curve. Imagine also that there is another point one-third of the way along the arrow, and that 
as the whole construction sweeps along the interval, the second point leaves a trace or track of 
its position. The result is  a new curve. What is its equation? Generalise. 

Comments You may wish to specialise first, by using a function such as flx) = x2, or f l x )  = sin X.  It may be 
helpful to write in the coordinates of relevant points, starting from (a, 0) and following the arrow. Don't 
forget to generalise the 'one-third', not just to other fractions, but to any real number. 

The action of SWEEPING contains the essence of reading pictures of functions. By imagining a point 
sweeping along the x-axis, and carrying with it a construction based on following arrows to a point lying 
above the original point, a new function is specified. All such constructions are based on combining together 
CONSTRUCTION 1 and CONSTRUCTION 2. 

It is relatively easy to write a computer program which uses the arrow keys or a mouse to sweep along the x- 
axis, and which cwries the construction with it, leaving or not leaving a trace as desired. 



CONSTRUCTION 3 Given two functions f and g, they 
can be combined to produce a third function h, using \ 
the line y = x on the way. The combined function is 
the composition of g with f. Satisfy yourself that the 
construction is indeed built up from combinations of 
CONSTRUCTIONS 1 and 2. 

SPECIALISING By choosing specific functions for f and g, explore the implications of the 
construction of the new function h described in CONSTRUCTION 3. Examples such as  fix) = 2x 

1 
and g(x) = p x  or f(x) = x2 and g(x) = 2x might be instructive. I t  might also be useful to 

interchange f and g in these examples. Describe in words and in symbols what the 
construction does. 

P 

P STRAIGHTENED Suppose that in picturing the composition of two functions f and g, the result is 
the line y = X .  What does that tell you about the relationship between f and g? 

Comments When the composition of two functions gives the identity functiong(x) = X, or in other words 
the line y = X, the two functions are said to be inverse functions, because each undoes the effect of the other. 
Notice that in this case it does not matter in which order you compose the functions. How can this fact be 
seen directly from the pictures? 

GENERALISING For each of the following diagrams, interpret the arrows a s  a function whose 
value a t  t is given by following the arrows to the end point. Note that the final point is always 
directly above the starting point - so that the end point sweeps out a function as  the starting 
point sweeps out a domain interval. It may be helpful to write in the coordinates of each point 
in the construction, following the arrows from start to finish. 

In what way do these diagrams generalise the previous activity? 

P REFLECTING Be explicit about how CONSTRUCTIONS 1 ,  2 and 3 were used in the various 
constructions in the previous two activities. 

P 
Comments The aim is to get a strong sense of how the composition of functions can be thought about 
using a graph, and read from a picture. 



P INVERSE FUNCTIONS The middle diagram in the previous GENERALISING activity is 
particularly important, because i t  shows one way to think of the graph of the inverse function of 
a given function f (when i t  does have an inverse). How does that  diagram relate to the 
construction in STRAIGHTENED? 

By exploring this construction on some more examples, find out why it is often said that the 
graph of the inverse function is the reflection, in the line y = X, of the graph off. What does the 
construction do for points a t  which the graph off crosses the line y = x ? 

Use the language of arrows to describe those functions which actually do have inverses. 

D 

) PICTURE CONJECTURES Use pictures, or thoughts about imagined pictures, to help decide 
whether the following conjectures need to be modified. Be prepared to convince a colleague. 

* Conjecture 1: given the function f ,  mx)) can be one-one without f being one-one. 

Conjecture 2: given the function f as  being onto, f(f(x)) must also be onto (see 
GLOSSARY). 

Conjecture 3: given the function f, iff(f(f(x))) is one-one, then f must also be one-one. 

TWO-FUNCTIONS What do the following diagrams say, or what construction using f and g do 
they suggest? 

EXTENDING The notation f og is oRen used to denote the composition Xg(x)). Draw diagrams 
which indicate the arrow construction of each of the following composite functions. It  may be 
helpful to sketch in the inverse functions when they are needed. 

f o g o f ;  
f-logof; 

f o g  o f 1 ;  
f 0 g-l 0 f-l; 

v o g)-+ 
g1 0 f-l. 

Use the diagrams to explain any coincidences or similarities. 



P REFLECTING What have you learned from the previous two activities? What aspects of 
mathematical thinking did you employ? 

P 

P OVER AND OVER AGAIN Interpret the effect of following the arrow construction (which is to be 
thought of as  being repeated over and over again) illustrated in three different cases below. 

Are there any other possible cases? Develop a conjecture about what sorts of functions fall into 
your various cases. 

Comments Try using actual functions (such as f l x )  = f i x )  in place of the general ones shown. A 
calculator might help. Try to justify your conjecture using arrow arguments. 

COMMUTING There have been several activities which have concerned the compositions f o g  

and g of, where the pictures suggest that the answer is the same either way. Such pairs of 
functions f and g are said to commute (see GLOSSARY). Explore amongst the functions that 
you'know some pairs that commute. 

Comments Start with something simple, like fix) = 2r or f l x )  = x  + 3 as one of the functions. Then find all 
pairs of linear functions which commute, and all pairs of quadratic functions which commute. Interpret 
your results in terms of geometrical transformations of the real line (each function Ax)  can be thought of as a 
function which shifts numbers around on the number line). See also PM752A ACTIONS INTO WORDS in the 
MATHEMATICS UPDATE series. 

GENERALISING What is the effect of using the line y = 2r in place of y x in the various 
constructions such a s  for f-l? What about using y = x2 or y = h(x) instead? Convince a 
colleague. 

P REFLECTING What is the relationship between drawing pictures with a computer and reading 
pictures drawn by a person or computer? What were the critical features for you in developing 
any confidence you now have in reading pictures? 

P 



9 THE LAST W0R.D 

Work on this pack cannot be considered to be completed unless and until some overall sense 
has been made. The following activities are intended to help you in this process. 

LOOKING BACK This pack invited you to explore particular functions by identifying 
features of their graphs and by relating these to algebraic properties of the functions. Some of 
the features which you might have considered are: straight lines; turning points; points of 
inflection; lines of symmetry; breaks or discontinuities; asymptotes; corners. You may also, 
of course, have identified other features. 

Take a particular feature and discuss with colleagues the functions whose graphs have that 
feature. If you find a number of functions whose graphs have a particular feature, look to see 
what the functions have in common, or how they differ. 

D 
Comments There are likely to be common properties of which you have a sense but which you are not 
able to articulate a t  this stage. If you want to go further than this, a natural next step is to explore some of the 
ideas of the differential calculus. 

SAME AND DIFFERENT Think back over the various activities undertaken in this pack. What 
is the same about them and what is different? 

TERMS Make a list of the technical terms you can recall using or coming across. Now try to 
construct sentences which connect these terms together, and which describe what you found 
happening in the various activities you encountered. 

Comments This technique, often known as 'reconstruction', is useful a t  the end of any piece of work: a 
section of this pack, the end of a lesson, the end of a sequence of lessons, and before an examination. 

AIMS The introduction contains a list of aims. Look back at them and determine to what 
extent each aim has been achieved. What are the gaps and how might something be done about 
them? 

INTO THE CLASSROOM Although this pack was primarily intended to help you work on your 
own mathematical thinking, there are implications for the classroom. 

Choose three activities, one each from early, middle and late in your study, and try to trace 
their influence on your mathematical thinking. How might this relate to similar 
development of mathematical ideas in your pupils? How did the computer contribute to your 
mathematical development? Could you use it similarly in the classroom? 

Comments The PREPARING TO TEACH packs in the MATHEMATICS UPDATE series put considerably 
more emphasis on classroom issues than this pack has done. If you have worked on any of these packs you 
may like to use the PREPARING TO TEACH framework to consider how you might teach functions to your 
pupils. 



10 GLOSSARY 

ABSOLUTE VALUE See modulus. 

ASYMPTOTE A line which is never crossed by the graph of a function but to which the graph 
comes infinitessimally close is called an asymptote. 

CODOMAIN The codomain of a function is a set which contains all the images of the 
function. It contains the image set, but it may contain other elements as well. 

COMMUTE If two f6nctions f and g are such that the compos'ition f og is the same as the 
composition g o f  then f and g are said to commute. 

COMPLETED-SQUARE FORM When a quadratic function is written in the form a(x - + m,  
where a,  1 and m are real numbers and a + 0, the quadratic is said to be in completed-square 
form. To convert a quadratic of the form flx) = ax2 + bx + c into completed-square form, first 

b take out the factor a to obtain fix) = a x2 + ; X  + f ). Then make x2 + % X  into the perfect 

b 
square x2 + ; X  + which is the square of ( X  + &). Adjusting the overall expression 

accordingly gives: 

b b2 
Thus l = 3 and m = c - - z z .  

COMPOSITE FUNCTION If f and g are two functions where the image set o f f  is a subset of the 
domain of g then the functions may be combined to give the composite function g o fix) or 
g(fix)). The domain of the composite function is always the same as the domain o f f ,  the 
function applied first. 

CONSTANT FUNCTION A polynomial function of the form f i )  = c where c is a given real 
number is called a constant function. 

CUBIC FUNCTION 'Apolynomial function of the form f i )  = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d where a ,  b, c, 
and d are real numbers and a 0 is called a cubic function. 

DISCONTINUITY Any break in the graph of a function created by the function having no value 
for a particular value of x is called a discontinuity. 

DOMAIN The domain of a function is the set of values on which the function is defined. 
Elements of the domain are often called starting values or inputs. 

EVEN FUNCTION A function f such that fix) = fi-X) for all x in its domain is said to be even. 
.* . . . 

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION A function of the form fix) = aX such that X ,  a E B and a > 1 is called 
an exponential function. The most important exponential function is fix) = ex ( X  E B), where 
e = 2.718. This function is often called the exponential function. 

FUNCTION A function consists of two sets, called the domain and codomain, and a rule which 
maps each element in the domain to a unique element in the codomain. 



GRADIENT See slope. 

IDENTITY FUNCTION The identity function has domain and codomain R with rule x I-> X. 

IMAGE The output of a function for a particular input from its domain is called the image of 
that input. 

IMAGE SET The set of all possible outputs of a given function is called the image set of that 
h c t i o n .  The image set is a subset of the codomain of the function. 

INPUT See domain. 

INTERVAL The set of real numbers which lie between two given real numbers is called an 
interval. The two given numbers form the end-points of the interval. Brackets are used to 
denote an interval, for example, as follows: 

[a, bl is the set of all real numbers between and including a and b; 

[a, b[ is the set of all real numbers between a and b, including a but excluding b; 

1-00) a[ is the set of all real numbers between -m and a. 

Such intervals can be represented by portions of the number-line between (and possibly 
including) the given numbers. Intervals are used in this pack to specify portions of the X- or y- 
axes which represent domains or image sets of functions. 

INVERSE OF A FUNCTION A function whose process 'undoes' that of a given function f is called 
the inverse off and is usually denoted by fl. A function f must be one-one in order to have an 
inverse. The domain of the inverse function f1  is,the image set off, the image set of f-l is the 
domain off, and the rule of f1 can usually be found by 'undoing' the rule off. 

The domain .of a many-valued function (such as flx) = x2 - 1) can often be restricted to an 
interval on which the function is one-one so that an inverse function can be defined for the 
function with the restricted domain. 

LINE OF SYMMETRY A line which acts as if it were a mirror on the graph of the function - 
reflecting the graph onto itself - is called a line of symmetry. 

LINEAR FUNCTION A polynomial function of the form flx) = mx + c where m and c are real 

numbers, and m 0, is called a linear function. 

LOCAL MAXIMUM/LOCAL MINIMUM When a graph 'turns around' to form a 'cap' or 'cup' 
shape, it is said toahave a local maximum or local minimum. The gradient or slope of the 
graph a t  a local maximum or minimum is zero so that the tangent to the curve a t  these points is 
horizontal. 

MODULUS The modulus, or absolute value, of a real number X, denoted by Ix I, is defined as x 
if x is positive and as -X if x is negative. 

ODD FUNCTION A function f such that flx) = +-X) for all x in its domain is said to be odd. 

ONE-ONE A function is one-one if every image is produced by one and only one value in the 
domain of the function. 

ONTO A function is onto if its codomain is the same as its image set. 

PARABOLA The shape of curve generated as the graph of a quadr&ic function with domain R 
is called a parabola. Geometrically, a parabola is the locus of a point which moves so that its 
distance from a given fxed line (called the directrix) is equal to its distance from a given 
fmed point (called the focus). A parabola can be produced by cutting a section across a cone. 



PERIODIC FUNCTION A function whose image set is repeated a t  equal intervals of its domain is 
called a periodic function. The graph of a periodic function therefore has a repeating pattern. 

PlXEL The smallest illuminated element of a computer screen is called a pixel. I t  may be 
black or white or any other colour which the computer offers. Any picture on the screen is 
composed from millions of pixels of varying colour. 

POINTS OF INFLECTION Points on the graph of a function where i ts curvature or concavity 
changes are called points of inflection. At a point of inflection the tangent to a curve crosses 
the curve. For some such points the gradient or slope of this tangent is zero, but this is not 
always the case. 

POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION A function of the form flx) = anxn + an - - + . . . + alx + a0  is a 
polynomial function of degree n where n is a positive or zero integer, where ao, . . ., a, are real 
numbers and where a, ;t 0. 

QUADRATIC FUNCTION A polynomial function of the form fix) = a2 + bx + c where a ,  b and c 
are real numbers with a # 0 is called a quadratic function. 

QUARTIC FUNCTION Apolynomial function of the form fix) = ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx + e where a ,  
b, c, d and e are real numbers with a + 0 is called a quartic function. 

QUlNTlC FUNCTION A polynomial function of the form fix) = ax6 + bx4 + cx3 + dx2 + ex + f 
where a, b, c, d,  e and f are real numbers with a # 0 is called a quintic function. 

RADIAN MEASURE The measure of an angle in radians is the ratio of arc length to radius for 
a circular arc subtending the angle a t  the circle's centre. One radian is the angle subtended a t  
the centre of a circle by an arc which is equal in length to the radius of the circle. 

REAL NUMBERS The set of all real numbers includes all rational numbers (that is, all 
integers and all fractions) and all irrational numbers. Any real number can be represented 
by a point on the number-line and every point on such a line represents some real number. 
The symbol R is often used to represent the set of all real numbers. 

RECIPROCAL The reciprocal of a number x is formed by dividing 1 by x to give llx. 

RECTANGULAR HYPERBOLA The shape of graph generated by the reciprocal function 
fix) = llx is called a rectangular hyperbola. Geometrically, a hyperbola is the locus of a point 
which moves so that i ts distance from a given fixed line (called the directrix) maintains a 
constant ratio to i ts distance from a given fixed point (called the focus), its distance from the 
point being greater than its distance from the line. A hyperbola can be produced by cutting a 
section across a cone. A hyperbola is characterised by being in two parts separated by a 
discontinuity. For a rectangular hyperbola, the asymptotes formed a t  this discontinuity are a t  
right-angles. 

REFLECTION A reflection is a transformation of the plane which takes each point to its 
apparent position after reflection in a mirror. The image of any given point is on the opposite 
side of the mirror line (or point) and equidistant from the mirror line (or point). 

ROTATION A rotation is a transformation of the plane in which every point is moved through 
the same angle about a fured point. The fixed point is called the centre of rotation. 

SLOPE A measure of the vertical rise of a line with respect to its horizontal progression is 
called the slope or gradient. Horizontal progression is conventionally regarded as  being in 
the positive direction of the x-axis, and any line for which the y-values reduce as  the X-values 
increase is said to have a negative slope. The slope of a curve a t  any point is said to be the slope 
of the tangent to the curve a t  that point. 



SUBSET A set which consists of some or all of the elements of a given set is called a subset of 
that set. 

TANGENT TO THE CURVE A straight line which just touches the curve at  a given point on the 
curve is called the tangent to the curve a t  that point. There is only one possible tangent a t  any 
point on a curve . 
TRANSFORMATION A transformation of the plane is a manipulation of the plane such that 
each point of the image of the plane corresponds uniquely to a point of the original plane. 

TRANSLATION A translation is a transformation of the plane in which every point is moved 
the same distance in a certain (common) direction. 

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS Functions which relate an angle to lengths or projections of 
lengths of the lines bounding the angle (or ratios of these lengths) are called trigonometic 
functions. 



11 TUTOR NOTES 

The notes which follow are particular to this pack on PICTURING FUNCTIONS; in addition, the 
more comprehensive tutor pack which relates to all packs in the MATHEMATICS UPDATE series 
should also be consulted. 

The ways of working in the Introduction mentioned briefly the relative status of the different 
sections in this pack. It  is very unlikely that anyone will wish to work through the entire pack 
as this would be very lengthy, so i t  is important to select both from sections and from activities 
within sections. As tutor, you are likely to be in a position to advise each participant about an 
appropriate plan of study. There are, in fact, many routes which could be taken. For example, 
i t  is quite respectable for someone to work only on the first three sections, especially for a 
person who is coming to picturing functions with little past experience in this area. A 
progression beyond this might involve looking a t  the earlier activities in Sections 5, 6 and 7. 
The functions in Section 4, and the later activities of Sections 5, 6 and 7, are certainly for the 
people who are more experienced in working with functions. Section 8 offers a view of reading 
pictures which could usefully be attempted in a group of relative beginners, although the later 
activities will challenge even the most experienced. 

The dependence of many activities on work a t  a computer makes them inappropriate for 
tackling in a large group. It  is suggested that such activities are tackled in ones and twos 
outside group sessions. The most appropriate activities for tutorials, are the reflective activities 
and other activities involving discussion. Having one computer available for demonstration 
purposes should then be quite adequate for group sessions. 

The first group session should emphasise the importance of relating what is seen on the 
computer screen to the algebra, or rule of the function pictured, and should possibly set up a way 
of tackling this. Group discussion about features of particular functions would also be very 
useful on this occasion. The text includes brief portions of expository material; i t  might be a 
good idea to get participants to discuss what they understand by such exposition and what role i t  
features in their study. In some sections, the exposition will possibly be inadequate because of 
the level of experience of participants and it  will be useful then to suggest alternative sources of 
information. This might be particularly appropriate where people are not familiar with the 
trigonometric functions. 

Many of the activities raise questions to which the answers will not be obvious. Tutorial time 
could usefully be spent tackling some of these questions. It should not be assumed that quick 
and easy answers are always possible; indeed there are some questions in the pack which the 
author would have to work hard to answer! 



STUCK? 

Good! RELAX and ENJOY it! 
Now something can be learned 

Sort out 
What you KNOW 

and 
What you WANT 

SPECIALISE 

GENERALISE 

Make a CONJECTURE 

Find someone to whom to explain 
why you are STUCK 



WHAT TO DO 
WHEN YOU ARE STUCK! 

The following suggestions do not constitute an algorithm. They have been found helpful by others, but 
they will only help you if they become meaningful. The way to learn about being stuck is to notice not 
only what helped to get you going again, but also what contributed to you getting stuck in the first place. 
Such 'learning from experience' is then available for use in future situations. 

Recognise and  acknowledge that you are STUCK 
Record this in your working as STUCK! In so doing, you will have broken out of the familiar experience 
of going round in circles, retreading unfruitful ground, and will have focussed your energy and 
attention on devising a strategy to get unstuck. 

b Write down the headings KNOW and WANT 
Under KNOW, make a list of everything that you know that is relevant. Where helpful, replace 
technical terms with your own words and include some examples. 

Under WANT, write down your current question in your own words. You may need to go back to the last 
time you wrote down a CONJECTURE to see ifyou have lost sight ofwhere you are in the question. Hence 
the value of recording conjectures as you work. 

Your new task is to construct a bridge, an argument linking KNOW and WANT. Sometimes the act of 
listing under these headings will be sufficient to free you from what it was that was blocking progress. 
Sometimes you will need to narrow down your question to a sub-question that you feel you can tackle, 
or you may find it useful to articulate the prompts 'If only I can show/get/do . . .'. If you are unable to 
progress, you may need to SPECIALISE further. 

b SPECIALISE 
Replace generalities in KNOW and WANT with particular examples or cases with which you are 
confident. Try to get a better picture of what is going on in the particular cases, with an eye to 
generalising later. 

SPECIALISING has two functions: 

to enable you to detect an underlying pattern which can lead to a generalisation, perhaps in the form 
of a CONJECTURE; 

to simplify a question which is giving you trouble to a form in which progress can be made, leading 
to a fresh insight on your original problem. 

Be SYSTEMATIC, and collect the data or examples together efficiently. A pattern is less likely to emerge 
from random specialising, or from a jumble of facts and figures. Draw clear diagrams where 
appropriate. 

SPECIALISE DRASTICALLY by simplifying wherever possible in order to find a level a t  which progress 
can be made. Sometimes this involves temporarily relaxing some of the conditions in the question. 

b If you are still stuck, you may need to TAKE A BREAK 
Simply f~eeing your attention from the problem - or explaining it to someone else - can lead to a falling 
away of the block. 
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